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PROFILES OF MANNED LIGHTSTATIONS



INTRODUCTION

1. In his opening address on 12 September 1983 the
Chairman saia that, for each of the 41 manned lightstations, the
Committee would attempt to construct a profile wnicn woula
contain certain information on that station.

2. These profiles have now been construetea and appear in
a separate volume (Vol 2} of the Committee's Report. The
profiles nave been constructea from the submissions, the oral
evidence recorded by Hansard and the exhibits. The profiles are
tnus an.assembly of the detailed information we have received on1

each lightstation.. They do not necessarily reflect Committee
endorsement or rejection of the reasons aavanced as to why a
particular lightstation shoula continue to ' be mannea or
unmanned.

3. The profiles would be useful at minimum in the
development of guidelines that could be applied to the question
of unmanniny of lightstations. It is obvious that a case by case
approach is necessary and that each lightstation could exhibit
aifferent characteristics in terms of the value of a manned
presence. These differences could determine not only whether the
stations shoula continue to be mannea but also the existence of
alternatives to the Department of Transport lightkeeper. For
example, a lightstation with a strong tourist appeal and
heritage value can be managed by the local municipality which
can recover its costs by charging tourists.

4. The profiles are structured in such a way that they
enable the .reader, after reaching conclusions on the relevance
of .the arguments, to make judgements on whether the cost savings
of automation and unmanning of .a particular lightstation are
greater than or less than the benefits of continuea manning.

5. Each profile has a general description which gives the
history, location and other information on the station. This is
followed by information on the costs of unmanning given by or
extracted from •the Department of Transport, submission. The
benefits of continued manning, the opposite case, are divided
into1 two parts - (a) sea-based and (b) land-basea functions of
the keepers. This classification of keepers1 functions is useful
because it- illustrates the changes perceived by people to the
traditional role of lightKeepers. Finally in the last section,
reasons for continuea. manning/unmanning the profiles indicates
the views, if not already expressed, of various organisations.
These views include comments by the Department of Home Affairs
and Environment on the likely supervision requirements of the
portfolio if the lightstation is unmanned.
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6. It should be explainea that the 3 components of the
sea-based functions of the keeper (coastal surveillance, search
ana rescue, and weather information) could have overlapping
meanings. We have tried to overcome this by including in coastal
surveillance only those alleged activities such as sightings ana
reporting foreign vessels, drug trafficking and so forth. In the
SAR component we have included only those claimed instances
where the lightkeeper either as a member of a rescue team- or
individually has played a part in increasing safety at sea. We
recognise that the weather information supplied by the
lightkeeper either to the .Bureau of Meteorology or to
individuals, also promotes safety .at sea. In these cases the
information is usea by fishermen and operators of pleasure craft
to decide whether to put to sea or if there whether to return to
•shore.

7. In describing the work of the lightkeeper in respect
of the environment each profile indicates whether the tower,
other buildings or the lightstation reserve itself is on the
Register of the National Estate maintained by the Australian
Heritage Commission. We have followed the AHC in distinguishing
between the 'cultural environment1 and the 'natural
environment",
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NEW SOUTH WALES

(Manned Lightstations)

1. . Cape Byron

2. Green Cape

3. Montagu Island

4. Norah Head

5. Point Perpendicular

6. • Smoky Cape

7. Sugarloaf Point
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1. CAPE BYRON

General Description:1

8. EUfftpry.,.,—Location: Construction of the lighthouse at
Cape Byron located at the most easterly point of the Australian
mainland commenced in July 1900 and was completed in the
following year. The light was first exhibited on 1 December
1901.

9. The station is located about 5 km from the township of
Byron Bay and is situated on a rock headland with a precipitous
cliff of about 122 m on the east side. The lighthouse reserve
covers about 3.5 ha and access to the station is by road,.

10. The Light and Tower: The optical apparatus is of
French manufacture from the engineering works of Henri Lapaute,
Paris, and consists of a 920 mm focal radius revolving lens on a
mercury float pedestal. The light source is a 120 volt lamp. The
apparatus has an intensity of one million candelas resulting in
a nominal visible range of 26 nautical miles. There is a fixed
red auxiliary light which covers the Juan and Julia Rocks. Power
is provided by mains electricity and a diesel generator is kept
as stand-by capacity.

11. The tower is 23 m high to the top of the lantern. It
was constructed from cement rendered concrete blocks.

12. . Other Buildings: . The quarters for the keepers were
built in 1901 and were constructed using concrete blocks. Other
buildings include 2 garages, a workshop and a public toilet.

13. Sĵ ajj;: The lightstation is attended oy 2 Department of
Transport lightkeepers.

Cost Savings.of Unmanning:

14. The Department of Transport has supplied indicative
costs associated with manned . lightstations. This information
which covers Cape Byron is at Attachment 1 of this appendix.
Transport has calculated the indicative benefits of unmanning
Cape Byron at ?0.65 m. This gives Cape Byron No.23 ranking in
respect of financial savings which would accrue from unmanning.
This figure represents the net present value of.the difference
in costs over the next 20 years between manned and unmanned
operations discounted at 10%.^

15. At the request o£ the Committee, the Department of
Transport provided additional information . on the indicative
annual net savings achievable from unmanning for each of the 41
manned .lightstations.
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16. The indicative annual net saving following unmanning
of Cape Byron is calculated at §63 000.

(a) Sea-based functions of keepers

17- Coastal , Surye,i.lJ,ance: The submission from the Byron
Shire Council refers to surveillance on potential drug
deliveries by sea.3

18. . Search .and .Rescue: The submission also .states that
boats in distress . are constantly assisted because of the
presence of the keepers.4

19. w..ea,ther,_Re,p,pr.rtin.g; Cape Byron is classified as a key
weather reporting station by the Bureau of Meteorology, i.e. one
which makes 7 observations a day. Observations from
lightstations are a key input into the Bureau's forecasts and
although automatic weather stations (AWS) can b.e installed to
compensate for the loss of observations by keepers, the AWS
cannot make several important observations which a human
observer can - e.g. cloud type present and state of sea. The
Bureau classifies Cape Byron as a Category A station - a very
important station with no satisfactory alternatives such that
closure woula cause a serious diminution in service.5 The
submission' from the Byron Shire Council adds that the area is
subjected to cyclonic disturbances.

20. The Bureau also states that Cape Byron is the only
lightstation forming part of the Bureau's weather watch radar
network ana is the only raaar station not mannea by Bureau
staff. A Marconi shipboard radar has been used there since
October 1960.

(b) Land-based functions of keepers

21. C.Ul.t.Ur,al., Enyj,,r,.p,nme,rt,$;: Tne lighthouse ana lightkeepers'
residences have been classified by the National Trust and are
included on the Register of the National Estate maintained by
the Australian Heritage Commission. The National Trust implies
that unmanning will place at risk the historic value of
lightstations such as Cape Byron because of damage by
vandalism.6 The Byron Shire Council expresses a similar view.

22. Natural Environment: The Department of Environment ana
Planning, NSW State Government states in a reference that
includes Cape Byron that 'many mannea lightstations also serve
to protect surrounding natural environments by virtue of a
manned presence in isolated areas where vandalism and other
illegal activities may threaten important flora, fauna and/or
geographical features1.7
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(c) other

23. • The Byron Shire Council refers to the value of tourism
to the local economy and says that because the lightstation is
visited by about 240 000 persons a year it is a showpi-ece of the
nation and should not be allowed to deteriorate. The tower is
open to the public 2 days a week.

24. , The submission adds that in the long term it may be
inevitable that a toll system may have to be introduced as well
as a revenue producing tourist. activity in the vicinity of the
lightstation area.8

Reasons for..Unmanning/Continued Manning

25. . The Byron Shire Council argues that the Cape Byron
lighthouse should continue to be manned. The Department of
Transport1 includes Cape Byron as one of the 17 lightstations
where the 'social and other unquantifiable benefits appear to be
significant1, so that there appears to be "... a good case for
the retention of an authoritative manned presence1.^ The total
rationale for the continued manning of stations such as Cape
Byron is that the operations are low cost, the stations are of
heritage interest, are popular with tourists and are accessible
to the public.10

26. Transport considers that most of the 17 lightstations
could remain manned by the Commonwealth and that if a
Commonwealth presence is to be retained the Department is best
placed to provide the required manning. This is because the
Department has the experience, expertise and organisation to
manage lightstations. For most of . the stations where a
Commonwealth presence is retained Transport says it should be
operationally satisfactory for the manning level to be reduced
from 2 to 1 following the automation of the navigational aid.11

27. The Department of Home Affairs ana Environment says
that if the station is unmanned the likely supervision
requirements of the portfolio would be for a part-time
residential management presence at Cape Byron.12
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2. GREEN CAPE

General Description13 •

28. History, Location: Design of the lightstation was
undertaken by James Barnet the .colonial architect who designed
at least 15 major lightstations along the coast of New South
Wales. Construction commenced in 1881 and finished in 1883. The
light was first exhibited on 1 November .1883.

29. The station, is situated on a reserve of about 30
hectares, 26 km south south-east of Eden and adjoins the Ben
Boyd. National Park. Access to the station for maintenance and
normal.resupply is by road.

30.. • The Light, ana Tower: Optical apparatus consists of a
Chance Bros 920 mm focal radius revolving lens on a mercury
float rotating peaestal driven by an electric motor. The light
source is a 120 volt, 1000 watt halogen lamp. The apparatus
gives a character of group flashing 2 every 15 seconds with an
intensity of a million candelas resulting in a nominal visible
range of 26 nautical miles. Power for the station is provided by
twin diesel alternator sets, sited in a fibro cement powerhouse.

31. The tower is 20.7 m high and was built of mass
concrete using aggregate quarried at the site.

32. Other ....Buildings: Accommodation consists' of a head
lighkeeper's quarters and a duplex cottage for assistant
keepers, both being of brick construction, cement rendered.
other infrastructure include garages, bulk fuel installation and
.other storerooms associatea with the upkeep of the navigational
aid, quarters and grounds.

33. " • ££&££•• The lightstation is attended by 2 Department of
Transport lightkeepers. • •

Cost.. Savings of,.. Unmanning

34. The Department of Transport has supplied indicative
costs associated with manned lightstations. (For details of that
information, see paragraphs 14 .and 15 above).-^

35. For Green Cape the relevant indicative costs are:

(a) costs associatea with unmanning - $0.86 m;
(b) ranking in respect to financial savings - No. 17;

and
(c) annual savings - $73 000.
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(a) Sea-based functions of keepers

36. . CpasfcaJ,. ..S.urveillance: Mr Snow, Federal Member for
Eden-Monaro, has .detailed the need for keepers to be retained at
Montagu Island and Green Cape so that they can keep an eye on
drug trafficking.15 The ALA says the station is important as a
coastal surveillance point because the coast is deserted . for
forty .miles and access to the. lana is easy in a number of
places, particularly at Disaster Bay.16

37. . .Search.and..Rescue: Several organisations and persons
referred to the SAR work of. the .lightkeepers.. The Royal
Volunteer Coastal Patrol, in. supporting the manning of Green
Cape, says there is evidence of lives being saved because of
manning.-^7 Mr Snow refers to the log sheet . from Green Cape to
illustrate the SAR work of the keepers.18 The ALA states that in
the.past two years (to July 1982) two trawlers.were lost within
sight of the lighthouse and in one case all the lives were
saved. Radio communication allowed direction of the rescue in
this case. Many small boats have been assisted because a radio
watcn is kept by the, wives of the keepers , and two policemen
almost certainly owe their lives to the Keepers' wives.19

38. . In June 1982 the radio at Green Cape was manned for,
24-hour periods to listen for May Day calls in respect of search
for the crew of the Imlay whichwas reported missing. The search
was co-orainatea by the Australian Coastal Surveillance
Centre.20

39. Weather, Reporting: Green Cape is not rated as a key
weather reporting station by the Bureau of Meteorology but the
station aoes make meteorolo.gical observations for the Bureau.
The station is classified as a Category C station by the Bureau
- the loss of which could be tolerated, or for which acceptable
alternatives are available. • . . . ' •

40. Submissions also refer to the importance of the
personal weather reports from the lightkeepers at Green Cape.
The value of these reports for fishermen was• given by Mr Show
and his comments apply to both Montagu Island and Green Cape.21

(b) Land-based functions of keepers

41. Cultural .Environment': The lighthouse, cottages and
ancillary buildings are on the Register of the National Estate.
The National Trust classified tne lighthouse and cottages group
in July 1977. The National Trust of Australia implies that
unmanning will place at risk damage by vandalism of the historic
value of lightstations such as"the one at Green Cape.22
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42. Natural Environment: The ALA states that during the
aisastrous bushfires of 1972 ana 1980 invaluable assistance was
given to the NSW Bush Fire Brigade in keeping it informed of the
progress of the fire in the inaccessible southern region which
the lightstation overlooks.23 The lightstation adjoins the Ben
Boyd National Park which is listed on the Register of the
National Estate.

(c) Other

43. The ALA says that reduction of the light intensity
from a million to 150 000 candelas will eliminate the loom of
the light. This loom is usea by professional fishing boats
fishing at night, over the horizon, to keep their boats
orientated while lifting their trawl.2^

for

44. Several submissions including those of Mr, Hutton, Mr
Snow and the ALA state or argue for the continuation of manned
presence1at Green Cape.

45. The Department of Transport includes Green Cape as one
of the 17 lightstations that appear . to require an authoritative
manned presence. Transport says that most of the 17 stations
should retain a Commonwealth presence which should be providea
by the Department ana that the manning level should be reduced
from 2 to 1 following automation of the navigational aid.25

46. The Department of Home Affairs and Environment says
that if the station is unmanned the likely supervision
requirements on" the portfolio would be for a full-time management
presence at Green Cape.26
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3. MONTAGU ISLAND

General Description27

47. flAfffc.pry.j....-L..QSa.fcAP.ni: Design of the lightstation was
undertaken by James Barnet the colonial architect who designed
at least 15 major lightstations along the coast of New South
Wales. Construction commenced in 1878 but progress was slow and
the work was completed finally in late 1881. The light was first
lit officially on 1 November 1881 although a temporary light was
in operation about a year earlier.

48. The station is located on Montagu Island, also known
as Barunguba Island, some 12 km east of Narooma. The lighthouse
reserve consists of the whole of the island, about 113 hectares
in area. Access to the island for general stores is by chartered
launch and annual .fuel resupply is by departmental Cape class
vessel.

49. . Tee-Light...and .Tower: Tne optical apparatus consists of
a Chance Bros 920 mm,focal radius revolving lens on a mercury
float rotating pedestal driven .by an electric motor. The light
source is a 120 volt, 1000 watt tungsten halogen lamp. The
apparatus- gives a character of flashing every 5 seconds with an
intensity of a million candelas resulting in a nominal visible
range of 26 nautical miles. Power for the station is provided by
twin diesel alternators sited in a rendered brick powerhouse.

50. The tower is 12.2 m high and is constructed of granite
quarried from the island. .

51. . P,fch.g£ .Bpj,lyings: Accommodation consists of the heaa
lightkeeper's quarters and a duplex cottage for assistant
keepers, both constructed from locally quarried granite. Other
buildings/structures include fuel . storage, garage, boat shed,
jetty and haulage way.

52. £fc&££: Tne lightstation is attended by 2 Department of
Transport lightkeepers.

C,.ps,,k. S a y i n g s.,,..pf._..Unmannj.ng

53. The Department of Transport has supplied indicative
costs associated with manned lightstations. (For details of that
information, see paragraphs 14 and 15 above) .-28

54. For Montagu Island the relevant indicative costs are:

(a) costs associatea with unmanning - $1.01 m;
(b) ranking in respect to financial savings - No. 12;

and
(c) annual savings - $84 000.
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(a) Sea-based functions of keepers

55. Coastal, Surveillance: The function of the lightkeeper
in coastal surveillance was advanced by Mr J.' Snow, Member for
Eaen-Monaro. He said the keepers at Montagu Island receive two
lists from the Port Kembla Customs, one called 'Australian Small
Craft, and Yachts', the other 'Foreign Small Craft and Yachts'.'
Customs seeks information on these vessels. There are times when
the keeper is asked to keep a constant vigil. Mr Snow quoted
from an August 1982 speech from the Minister in the Senate
representing the Minister for .Transport and Construction that
lightkeepers have been asked to observe passing vessels and
report any sign • of - distress ' or unusual activity to the
Australian Coastal' Surveillance Centre. Mr Snow also referred to
drop points . for drug trafficking and said it is most important
that the lightkeepers at Green Cape. and Montagu be retained so
that they can keep, a watch on this, sort of activity.29

56. Search and..Rescue: Several organisations and persons
referred to the work of the lightkeepers in search and rescue. A
private citizen said that because of its elevation and the fact
that Montagu Island is an offshore island, a long stretch of
coastline is visible and many square miles of open sea are under
surveillance.30 .Both•the Narooma Police and the Royal.Volunteeer
Coastal Patrol (Narooma Division) speak of the SAR work of the
keeper. The volunteer . patrol states that 'assistance by way of
observations made and reported by the Montagu lighthouse
keepers, to the rescue co-ordinator when required, has helped
immensely both in the speed and successful completion of these

rescues.31

57. The. Narooma police submission says something similar
in respect of SAR. This submission also cited two specific
instances in early 1983 of the work of the Montagu keepers. The
submission adds that in respect of one of these instances,
without this assistance 'there .was a distinct possibility that
that vessel might have been lost at sea.32

58. Mr J. Hatt.on, Member for the South Coast in the New
South Wales Parliament, says that keepers together with local
police and volunteer patrols save enormous amounts of money in
search time. Mr Hattons lists 25 observations made between April
1982 ana June.1983 by the lightkeepers at Montagu. Many of these
observations.. illustrate the work of keepers in SAR work.33 The
Department of Transport, when responding to a question on Mr
Hatton's submission, said it has 'no doubt that the lightkeepers
do a most valuable job at Montagu Island in their voluntary
capacity, as indeed they do at Green Cape .,.!.3^

59. Weather Reporting: Montagu • is not rated as a key
weather reporting station by the Bureau .o£ Meteorology but the
station does make . meteorological observations • for the Bureau.
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Nevertheless, the Bureau classifies Montagu as Category A • - a
very important station with no satisfactory alternative such
that closure would cause a serious diminution of service.

60. Submissions also refer to the importance of personal
weather reports from the. lightkeepers at Montagu. Mr Snow states
that scallop boats rely on advance weather warnings from Montagu
because fishing is done as far away as Bermugui. Without a
staffed presence - at Montagu, Mr Snow says fishermen may not
venture out in marginal weather conditions, with consequential
loss of fishing days and job opportunities.3->

(b) Land-based functions of keepers

61. CiÛ UXSî -̂ iiyjxejaffieni: The. lighthouse tower, stores and
residences were entered on the Register of the National Estate
in. October 1980. The National Trust of Australia implies that
unmanning will place at risk the historic value of lightstations
such as the one at Montagu•• Island because of damage by
vanaalism.36 ' • .

62. Natural Environment: Submissions also, refer to , the
protection of the natural environment.. .The Department of
Environment and Planning, New South Wales Government, says in a
reference that includes Montagu, that 'many manned stations also
serve to protect surrounding natural environments by virtue of a
manned presence in isolated areas where vandalism .and other
illegal activities may threaten important flora, fauna and/or
geological features1.37 The lightstation adjoins the Montagu
Island flora and fauna reserve which is listed on the Register
of the National Estate. . . •

63. Other submissions say or imply that unmanning of the
south coast of New South Wales lightstations will adversely
affect the tourist industry because of. the loss of SAR and
weather reporting functions of keepers.38

(c) Other

64. The New South Wales State Government submission is
cast in terms of the 1979 Commonwealth/State (N.S.w.) Land
Exchange Agreement and subsequent developments. In terms of this
agreement, the submission states, title over substantial areas
of N.S.W. at Holsworthy and Beacroft Peninsula -have already been
transferred to the Commonwealth. In return, title over 26
smaller parcels throughout the Sydney metropolitan area has been
transferred to the State.

65. In 1981 the State Government requested the transfer of
an additional six parcels of Commonwealth owned land comprising
the lightstation reserves of Point Stephens, South Solidarity
Islands (both demanned), Montagu. Island, Smoky Cape* Sugarloaf
Point ana Green Cape (all £our manned). On 9 September 1982 the
Commonwealth confirmed that action was in hand to transfer this
land (all except Green Cape) to N.S.W.
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66. The thrust of the submission is that unmanning should
be regarded as a separate issue and should not impede or
interfere with the agreed .land transfers between the two
governments. If the Commonwealth decides to transfer the
reserves completely unmannea the N.S.W. National .Parks and
Wildlife Service will consider on an individual merit basis
whether or not1it will provide a replacement manned presence. If
the Commonwealth decides on continued manning, the submission
continues, only minimal areas shoula be retained by the
Commonwealth for the navigation aids and associated
lightkeeper"s accommodation.

67. The N.S.W. State Government submission deals
specifically with Montagu Island and the claims that
lightkeepers there provide on the spot weather information,
assist in SAR and protect the island's wildlife. The submission
says in respect of weather information that relevant maritime
regulations require sea-going craft to be equipped with radio
communication which should be capable of receiving weather
information from alternative sources. The submission adds that
if Montagu is handed over demanned (as the N.S.W. Government has
been informed will be the case) the National Parks and Wildlife
Service has already decided that the island's wildlife resources
require permanent resident staff provision and that this will in
fact be made available. This means that Montagu Island will come
'under the protective surveillance of specially trained staff
thoroughly experienced in all aspects of search and rescue and
with access to special transport and other necessary facilities
required in such cases of emergency1.39

68. Several submissions including those from Mr Hatton and
Mr Snow state or argue the case-for the continuation of a manned
presence at Montagu. The former says the presence of a N.S.W.
park ranger should not be seen to allow the Commonwealth to
abrogate its responsibility to the boating fraternity, south
coast residents ana tourists.40 The latter says there could be
inconsistencies of approach if lightstations are handed over to
the States. "If Montagu Island became a nature reserve importance
would be given to the natural environment and perhaps little
importance to radio information currently provided by the
keepers.41

69.. The Transport submission contains similar information
to that in the N.S.W. State Government submission on the
transfer of ownership of Montagu back to the State. The
Transport submission also states that one of the bases of the
transfer is that the navigational aid be automated. However, the
Minister for Transport has directed that any further work on the
conversion of the light to automatic, operation be halted pending
Government consideration of the Committee's report.42
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70. Transport includes Montagu Island as one of 17
lightstations where the 'social and other unquantifiable
benefits appear to be significant' so that there 'appears to be
a good case for the retention of an authoritative manned
presence.'43 In evidence the Department said it had interpreted
the N.S.W. decision to put a national parks officer on Montagu
as constituting significant reasons for the retention of the
manned presence on the island.44

71. The Deparment of Home Affairs and Environment says
that if the station is unmanned the likely supervision
requirements on the portfolio would be for a full-time
management presence at Montagu Island.45
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4, NORAH HEAD

General.Description46

72. History, Location.: Construction of . the lighthouse at
Norah Head was completed in 1903 and the light was first
exhibited on 15 November 1903.

73. The station is located 1.6 km from Norahville. ' The
lighthouse reserve, most of which is timbered, covers about
16 hectares. Access to the station is by road.

74. The .Light .and..Tower: The optical apparatus consists of
a Chance Bros 700 mm focal radius revolving lens on a mercury
float rotating pedestal. The light source. is a 120 volt, 1000
watt halogen lamp.. The apparatus completes, one revolution in 30
seconds, with an intensity of a million candelas resulting in a
nominal visible range of 26 nautical miles. Power is provided by
mains electricity and -a diesel generator is kept as stand-by
capacity. . .

75. The tower is 27 m high to the top of the lantern. It
was built from precast concrete blocks using local aggregate.

76. .Qther _,.Buildj.ngs: The quarters for the keepers were
built in 1903. The quarters are of masonry construction. Other
buildings include stores and workshops.

77. ££fl££: The lightstation is attended by 2 Department of
Transport lightkeepers.

78. The Department of Transport has supplied indicative
costs associated with manned lightstations. (For details of that
information, see paragraphs 14 and 15, above).47

79. For Norah Head, the relevant indicative costs are;

(a) costs associatea w.ith unmanning ~ $0.64 m;
(b) ranking in respect to financial savings - No, 25;

and
(c) annual savings - $61 000.

Benefits.of^Continued Manning

(a) Sea-based functions of keepers

80. Coastal.__ Surveillance: Examination of the submissions
and transcripts of evidence does ' not reveal any specific
references to coastal surveillance in respect of Norah Head.
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81. ££aja& ,apfl-flfi&CUfi: As above.

82. Weather Reporting: Norah Head is not rated as a key
weather reporting station by the Bureau of Meteorology but the
station does make meteorological observations for the Bureau.
The station is classified by the Bureau as Category B - one
where the closure would cause a significant diminution in
service. .

(b) Land-based functions of keepers

83. Cultural .Environment: The lighthouse group (tower,
stores, workshops, residences) was classified by the National
Trust in July 1977. The Group is listed .on the Register of the
National Estate. The National Trust implies that unmanning will
place at risk the historic value of lightstations such as Norah
Head1 because of damage by vandalism.48 •

84. IJSiUESX-̂ ByJXojQiaejit:- As. f or coastal'surveillance.

85. The Department of Transport includes Norah Head as one
of the 17 lightstations that appear to require an authoritative
manned presence. Transport says most of .the 17 stations should
retain a Commonwealth presence which should be provided by the
Department and that the manning level should be reduced from 2
to 1 following automation of the navigational aid.49

86. The Department of Home Affairs and Environment says
that if the station is unmanned the likely supervision
requirements of the portfolio would be for a part-time
residential management presence at Norah Head.50
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5. POINT PERPENDICULAR

87. History,.Location: The light at Point Perpendicular on
the north head of Jervis Bay was erected to supersede the light
at Cape St George on the south head which was first lit in 1860.
The Point Perpendicular light was first exhibited on 1 May 1899.

88. The station which is located in the Beecroft
Peninsular-Woolumboola area is adjacent to a precipitous cliff,
about 80 metres above sea level on 4.4 ha of land set aside as
the lighthouse reserve. Access to the station is by road.

89. The,., Ligfa.t-.and.,,Tpwer: Optical apparatus consists of a
Chance Bros 920 mm focal radius revolving lens on a roller
bearing type rotating pedestal driven by an electric motor.. The
light source is a 120 volt 1000 watt tungsten halogen lamp. The
apparatus gives a character of group flashing 3 every 20 seconds
with an intensity of a million candelas giving a nominal visible
.range of 26 nautical miles. Power for the station is provided by
twin diesel generators housed in a powerhouse which was the old
stables.

90. The tower is 13.7 m high constructed from concrete
with locally .quarried sandstone aggregate.'

91. P..th.er..1,Jl.,B.uJ.ld31p.gs. • Accommodation consists of the head
lightkeeper's quarters and a duplex cottage for assistant
keepers, both constructed from concrete. Other structures
include fuel store, garage and workshop.

92. iL£&£X:. The lightstation is attended by 2 Department of
Transport lightkeepers.

93. The Department of Transport has supplied indicative
costs associated with manned lightstations. (For details of that
information, see paragraphs 14 ana 15 above),52

94. For Point Perpendicular the relevant indicative costs
are:

(a) costs associated with unmanning - $0.67 m;
(b) ranking in respect to financial savings - No. 22;

and
(c) annual savings - $67 000.
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(a) Land-based functions o£ keepers

95. Coas.fca.1. .Surveillance: In a reference which includes
Point Perpendicular, Mr Hatton says that in some cases the
lightkeepers can observe clandestine activity of illegal,
imports, including drugs.53

96. Search ,and ..Rescue: The Committee" has received
information of radio and direct assistance given by the
lightkeepers at Green Cape and Point Perpendicular to persons in
distress.54

97. • H£afcfo£E.̂ Beg.P.r.fcj,ja.9t Point Perpendicular is not rated as
a key weather reporting station by the Bureau of Meteorology,
i.e. one which makes 7 observations a day. Point Perpendicular
makes 6 observations a day. The Bureau classifies the station as
Category A - a very important station with no satisfactory
alternative such that closure would cause a serious diminution
of service.55

(b) Land-based functions of keepers

98. Cultural ...Environment: In July 1977 the National Trust
classified the lighthouse group. The station, .lightkeepers'
cottages and ancillary buildings are listed on the Register of
the National Estate. The National Trust of Australia implies
that unmanning will place at risk the historic value of
lightstations such as Point Perpendicular, by damage from
vandalism,56

99. Natural Environment:' The lightstation adjoins the
Beecroft Peninsula Area which is listed on the Register of the
National Estate.

(c) Other

100. The Royal Volunteer Coastal Patrol (Greenwell Point
Division) says the Point Perpendicular light is essential to a
large number of small ships as an identification point along a
harsh and navigationally difficult coastline. If the light fails
it is necessary that someone be there to notice the failure and
repair the light without delay.57

101. Several submissions, including those from Mr Hatton
and Mr Snow, say the station should continue to be manned. The
Department of Transport includes Point Perpendicular as one of
the 24 lightstations where 'it appears that the financial
benefits from unmanning outweigh the social and other
unquantifiable benefits, so that the removal of the departmental
manned presence would appear to be most justified'.58
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102. The Department of Home Affairs and Environment says
that if the station is unmanned the likely supervision
requirements on the portfolio would be for a full-time
management presence at Point Perpendicular.59
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6. SMOKY CAPE

General.Description60

103. ' History F_L, Location; The lighthouse at Smoky Cape was
one of the at least 15 and the last of the major lightstations
along the coast of New South Wales designed by James Barnet, the
colonial architect. Construction of the lighthouse was completed
in 1891 and the light was first exhibited on 15 April of the
same year.

104. The station, which adjoins the Hat Heaa National Park,
is 10 km from South West Rocks. The lighthouse reserve covers
about 33 ha. Part of the reserve at the foot of the hill was
handed over, to the local council as a Captain Cook Memorial
Lookout in 1970. Access to the station is by road.

105. The ;Light.and.Tower: The optical apparatus consists of
a Chance Bros 920 mm focal radius revolving lens on a roller
pedestal. The light source is a 120 volt tungsten halogen lamp.
The apparatus gives a character of triple flashing repeated at
intervals of 20 seconds with an intensity of a million candelas
resulting in a nominal visible range of 26 nautical miles. Power
is provided by mains electricity and a diesel "generator is kept
as stand-by capacity.

106. The tower lifts the focal plane .of its light to a
level of 128 m above high water. The tower itself is 17.4 m high
and is built from mass concrete using local granite aggregate.

107. Other .Buildings: Skilfully sited on the rocky summit,
the buildings are constructed with walls of mass concrete
composed from granite aggregate quarried in the vicinity and
cast into timber framework. The buildings include the quarters
for the lightkeepers, a-brick stable/shed, a four-car garage and
workshop.

108. £Lkai£.: The lightstation is attended by 2 Department of
Transport lightkeepers.

Cost .Savings.,of .unmanning

109. The Department of Transport has supplied indicative
costs associated with manned lightstations. (For details of that
information, see paragraphs 14 and 15 above.) 6 1

110. For Smoky Cape the relevant indicative costs are:

(a) costs associated with unmanning - $0.64 m;
(b) ranking in respect to financial savings - No. 24;

and
(c) annual savings - $62 200.
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(a) Sea-based functions of keepers

111. Coastal .Surveillance: Examination of the submissions
and transcripts of evidence does not reveal any specific
references to coastal surveillance in respect of Smoky Cape.

112. Search and Rescue: Mr Snow's submission and. evidence
says that in 1976 and 1978 the lightkeepers at Smoky Cape
recorded 163 call-outs, 132 of them being received by the keeper
when he was off-duty. The keeper listens to call-outs and
transmits the information to the Australian Coastal Surveillance
Centre. On one occasion Smoky Cape was the only . station that
picked up a particular may day call and was instrumental in
saving a yacht worth thousands of dollars.62

113. • Weather., information; Smoky Cape is classified' as a key
weather reporting station by the Bureau of Meteorology, i.e. one
which makes 7 observations a day. The Bureau classifies the
station as Category A - a very important station with no
satisfactory alternative such that closure would cause a serious
dimimution of service.63

(b) Land-based functions of keepers

114. £ul£H£&I ..fipyJjaiflfflfiafc: The lighthouse group
(lighthouse, generator annexe, two residences, coach house and
stables and ancillary structures) was classified by the National
Trust in May 1976. The lighthouse group is on the Register of
the National Estate. The National Trust implies that unmanning
will place at risk the historic value. of lightstations such as
Smoky Cape because of damage by vandalism.64

115. Natural Environment: The Department of Environment and
Planning says in a reference that includes Smoky Cape that 'many
manned lightstations also serve to protect surrounding natural
environments by virtue of a manned presence in isolated areas
where vandalism and other illegal activities may threaten
important flora, fauna and/or geological features1.65 The
lightstation adjoins the Hat Head National Park which is listed
on the Register of the National Estate.

(c) Other

116. The N.S.W. State Government submission states that
action is in hand to transfer the lightstation reserve at Smoky
Cape from the Commonwealth to the State Government. If the
Commonwealth decides to transfer the reserve completely
unmanned, the N.S.W. National Parks and Wildlife ' Service • will
consider the merits of providing a replacement manned presence
,at Smoky Cape.66
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.s.,,.,f,pr,..

117. The Department of Transport includes Smoky Cape as one
of the 17 lightstations that appear to require an authoritative
manned presence. . Transport says most the 17 stations should
retain a Commonwealth presence which should be provided by the
Department and that the manning level should be reduced from 2
to 1 following automation of the navigational aid.67

118. The Department of Home Affairs and Environment says
that if the station is unmanned the likely supervision
requirements of the portfolio would be for a part-time
non-tesiaential management presence at Smoky Cape.68
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7. SUGARLOAF POINT

119. . History, ..Location: The lighthouse at Sugarloaf Point
was the first major lighthouse designed by James Barnet, the
colonial architect. Construction of the lighthouse was completed
in 1875 and the light first exhibited on 1 December 1875.

120. The station which adjoins the Myall Lakes National
Park is located 16 km from Bungwahl, close to .the village of
Seal Rocks. The lighthouse reserve covers over 32 ha. Access to
the station is by road. • • .

121. The.,Light and Tower: The optical apparatus consists of
Chance Bros 920 mm focal radius revolving lens on a roller
pedestal. The light source is a 120 volt 1000 watt .tungsten
halogen lamp. The apparatus gives a character of flashing every
7.5 seconds with an,intensity of a million candelas resulting in
a nominal visible range of 26 miles. Power is provided by mains
electricity and a diesel generator is kept as stand-by capacity.

122. In addition to the main white revolving light there is
a subsidiary fixed green light which covers Seal Rocks and
nearby dangers. The subsidiary light has an intensity of 1300
candelas and a range of 11 miles.

123. The tower is located at the summit of an abrupt
headland which rises more than 60 m from the sea, and is made
from cement rendered brick. It is the only Commonwealth manned
lighthouse that has an external stairway,

124. Other Buildings: The quarters for the keepers are
.located on a sheltered slope behind the headland. .The quarters
were built in 1875. . • - ' . •

125. • S_fcaJL£: The lightstation is attended by 2 Department of
Transport .lightkeepers..

126. The Department of Transport has supplied indicative
costs associated with manned lights.tations. (For details .of that
information, see paragraphs 14 and 15 above.) 7 0

127. For Sugarloaf Point the relevant indicative costs are:

(a) costs associated with .unmanning - $0.67 m;
(b) ranking in respect to financial savings - No. 21;

and
(c) annual savings - $63 000.
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Benefits.of.Continued .Manning

(a) Sea-based functions of keepers

128. Coastal .Surveillance: Examination of the submissions
and transcripts of evidence do not reveal any . specific
references to coastal surveillance in respect of Sugarloaf
Point.

129. £&aj;gh ,,auct ,Re.gcjje.: As above .

13° • WjSfl t her ...Reppr,king: As above

(b) Land-based functions of keepers

131. • .Cultural,,,,Environment: The lighthouse group (the tower,
residences and signal, store) were classified by the National
Trust in , July 1977. The lighthouse group is listed on the
Register of the National Estate. The National Trust implies.that
unmanning will place at risk the historic value of lightstations
such as Sugarloaf Point because of damage by vandalism.71

132. Natural Environment: The lightstation aajoins the
Myall Lakes National Park which is on the Register of the
National Estate.'

(c) Other

133. State ' Government submission says that action is in
hand to transfer.the lightstation reserve of Sugarloaf Point to
the N.S.W. State Government. If the Commonwealth decides to
transfer the reserve completely unmanned, the N.S.W. National
Parks and Wildlife Service will consider the merits of providing
a replacement manned presence at Sugarloaf Point.72

134. The Department of Transport includes Sugarloaf Point
as one of the 17 lightstations that appear to require an
authoritative manned presence. Transport says most of the 17
stations should retain a Commonwealth presence which should be
provided by the Department ana that the manning level should be
reduced from 2 to 1 following automation of the navigational
aid.73

135. The Department of Home Affairs • and Environment says
that if- the station, is1; unmanned, the likely supervision
requirements of the portfolio would be for a part-time
management presence at Sugarloaf .Point.74
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VICTORIA

(Manned Lightstations)

8. Cape Nelson

9. . Cape Otway

10. Cape Schanck

11. Gabo Island

12. Point Hicks

13.. . Wilsons Promontory
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8. CAPE NELSON

136. tU,$,kP,c,y.f.,,Lp.gafclQ.n.s The initial move for the
establishment of a lightstation at Cape Nelson was aided by Peter
Lalor, the miners' leader at the Eureka Stockade, after he became
a member of the Victorian Parliament.

137. Cape Nelson lightstation is a mainland station 13 km
from Portland in Victoria. The lightstation reserve is 21.8 ha in
size. The tower was built of stone in 1884. Access to Cape Nelson
lightstation is by road. The lightstation is readily accessible.
to the general public and is open for inspection two days a week.

138. The.Light.and .Tower: The light is a 120 volt tungsten
halogen lamp with a Chance Bros 250 mm focal radius rotating
lens. The lantern is a Chance Bros {12') • The power source is
mains electricity with a diesel generator as stand-by.

139. The tower is 24 m high and is constructed of stone -
(basalt). The tower is circular and is painted white.

140. pfrhe r,. Bui Id ĵ gs,: There are two keepers' quarters
constructed of stone-(basalt) in 1882. In .addition there is a
stone storeroom (formerly a stable) and a timber lookout
(formerly a telegraph and signal station). In 1960, a timber and
asbestos cement room was added as an engine room. There are also
some metal garages.

141. Staff: The lightstation is attended by 2 Department of
Transport lightkeepers,-

142. The Department of,Transport has supplied indicative
costs associated with manned lightstations. This information
which covers Cape Nelson is an Attachment 1 of this appendix.
Transport has calculated the indicative benefits of unmanning
Cape Nelson at ?0.61 m. This gives.Cape Nelson No. 26 ranking in
respect of financial savings which would accrue from unmanning.
The figure represents the net present value of the difference in
total costs over the next 20 years between manned and unmanned
operations discounted at 10% .2

143. At the request of the Committee, the Department of
Transport provided additional information on the indicative
annual net savings achievable from unmanning for each of the 41
lightstations.

144. The indicative annual saving following unmanning of
Cape Nelson is calculated at $63 200.
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(a) Sea-based function of keepers

145. . C.p.astaX,,S.U.Lye;illa,n.c,e: The Victorian Government
Submission states that consideration should be given to the
'surveillance value of lightstations1 when lightstations are
assessed as to whether there should be a retention of a manned
presence.3 The submission from the Victoria Police makes a
general statement on the monitoring by lightstation keepers of
activities 'such as suspected narcotics trafficking, poaching and
to some extent (in the north) of illegal immigration1.4 There
does not appear to be any other evidence to link Cape Nelson with
specific surveillance activities.

146. Search.and Rescue: The Victorian Government Submission
makes a general statement on the value of a manned presence at
lightstations for search and rescue.5 The Victoria Police
submission makes similar statements.6

147. Weather.Reporting: The Bureau of Meteorology classifies
Cape Nelson as Category C. This.classification means that in term
of the service provided by human observation for the Bureau,
unmanning "... could be tolerated, or acceptable alternatives are
available1.?

148. The Victorian Government Submission also notes the
advantage of a manned presence for local weather reporting and
for ship-shore radio communication.8

(b) Land-based functions of keepers

149. .Cultural.Environment: Cape Nelson lightstation,
lightkeepers' cottages and ancillary buildings are listed in the
Register of the National Estate.9 The National Trust of Australia
(Victoria) has certified the tower and keepers' stone quarters.1°
The tower and lightstation reserve are popular tourist
attractions and are open for public inspection. The National
Parks Service (Victoria) in its submission noted that a manned
presence at lightstations acts as a deterrent to would-be
vandals.H

150. i^^xM.-EiayJ.Xojaiieni: Cape Nelson lightstation adjoins
the Cape Nelson State Park which is listed on the Register of the
National Estate. The Department of Home Affairs and environment
advises that it requires more data to comment on the biological
significance of the Cape Nelson lightstation and reserve.12 ^ne
National Parks Service (Victoria) also notes the deterrent value
of a manned presence at lightstations for the protection of flora
and fauna.1^

(c) Other

151. Bushfire.Warning: The National Parks Service includes a
reference to assistance in the form of observation and
communication on the early detection of bushfires.l4
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152. The Department of Transport includes Cape Nelson in a
group of 17 lightstations where the 'social and other
uquantifiable benefits appear to be significant', so that there
appears to be '.... a good case for the retention of an
authoritative manned presence'.I5 The total rationale for the
continued manning of stations such as Cape Nelson is that the
operations are low cost, the stations are of heritage interest,
are popular with tourists and are accessible to the public.

153. The Australian Lighthouse Association, while preferring
to see the retention of a manned presence at Cape Nelson, notes
in its submission that if the unmanning policy is to be applied
it would be 'logical and far more reasonable ... to deman ...
[Cape Nelson]...1 than some of the more remote lightstations. The
Association considers that, if necessary, some community
supervision could possibly be arranged for less remote stations
like Cape Nelson.1°

154. The National Parks Service (Victoria) considers that
because of their primary maritime safety role as well as the
various other social benefits it is in the best interest of the
public that lightstations remain manned. The Service indicates
that it is interested in providing rangers at some lightstations
but advises that because of park duties the rangers would be
absent from the lightstation reserves most of their working
hours. The Service also advises that it has limited funds and
would require assistance from the Department of Transport for
maintenance of the lightstation and surrounds.-^

155. The,- Department of Home .Affairs and Environment states
that the likely supervision requirement of its portfolio, if the
lightstation at Cape Nelson were demanned, is for a full-time
residential management presence.I8
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9 . CAPE OTWAY

,pesjgxl&fci£n,:19 • '

156. History, Location: Cape Otway lightstation in Victoria
was the second lightstation to be established on the Australian
mainland, the first iightstation on the mainland being Macquarie
Light built in 181? at Sydney. The initial importance of the Cape
Otway light was that it assisted vessels coming from Europe to
run through Bass Strait to Sydney in lieu of the slower route
around the south of Tasmania.

157. The lightstation site was selected by. Latrobe (later
Governor Latrobe) in 1846. Construction of the lightstation
(completed in 1848) was difficult due to the hazardous nature of
landings at Cape Otway. An alternative approach by land was
eventually achieved, through the dense forests of the Otway
Ranges. Eventually a railway line was constructed to the Otway
area (Lavers Hill) . Prom the railway station stores were
transported 28 km to the lightstation by waggon. In about 1937
the road was improved allowing greater ease of access for
motorised traffic. • '

158. Cape Otway is located 24 km from Apollo Bay on the
south-west coast of Victoria. The lightstation reserve is 98 ha
in .size ana is surrounded by the Otway National Park. As noted
above, access to Cape Otway lightstation is by road.

159. • The Light and.Tower: The original light was a catoptric
type consisting of 21 separate parabolic reflectors each with a
wick lamp. The whole rotated on a clockwork mechanism giving a
single 3 second flash .every 53 seconds.

160. The light.source is now a 120 volt tungsten halogen
lamp with a Chance Bros 920 mm focal radius rotating lens with a
group character of 3 flashes every 18 seconds. The lantern is a-
Chance Bros 1st Order. This electric conversion gives a light
intensity of 1 000 000 candelas resulting in a nominal visible
range of 26 nautical miles. The original clockwork rotating
pedestal has been replaced with the "mercury float" type. The
power source is mains electricity with a diesel stand-by
generator.

161. The tower is constructed of sandstone blocks from the
Parker River and is 18 m high. The tower is circular and is
paintea white. The spiral staircase is stone around a stone
central column. The lightstation complex also included a
telegraph station constructed in 1859, from Parker River
sandstone.
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162. Other .Buildings: Three keepers' quarters were
constructed of sandstone blocks between 1857-58. The telegraph
station and a fourth keepers' quarters were constructed of
sandstone in 1859.

163. The Melbourne "Argus" of 2 November 1847 noted that 40
stonemasons and other workmen were engaged by the Government in
1847 to assist in the erection of the lightstation at Cape Otway

164. Staff: The lightstation is attended by 2 Department of
Transport lightkeepers.

165. For Cape Otway the relevant details are:

(a) DOT indicative benefits of unmanning -
$0.79 m;

(o) ranking in respect of financial savings -
No. 19; and

(c) annual savings - $77 000.

(a) Sea-based functions of keepers

166. Coastal Surveillance: As for Cape Nelson.

167. Searnh_.and Rescue: As for Cape Nelson.

168. Weather Reporting: The Bureau of Meteorology classifies
Cape Otway as Category A. This classification means that the
Bureau considers that the value of human observations at Cape
Otway accord it the following description "... very important
station, with no satisfactory alternative, such that closure
would cause a serious diminution in service."20 The Bureau
classifies Cape Otway as a 'key station'. This classification
means that Cape Otway makes 7 observations per day throughout the
year. The Victorian Government's comments on local weather
reports are the same as for Cape Nelson.

(b) Land-based functions of keepers

169. Cultural.Environment: Cape Otway lightstation and
associated buildings are listed in the Register of The National
Estate.21 The National Trust of Australia (Victoria) has
certified the tower, headkeeper's quarters, assistant keepers'
quarters, storerooms and former telegraph station.22 The
lightstation is.very popular with tourists. It is the first
lightstation established in Victoria. The National Parks Service
(Victoria) sees a manned presence as a deterrent to would-be
vandals.23
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170. JHaJaiJtfliJBasdXflluafint: Cape Otway adjoins the Parker
River Catchment Area which is on the Register of the National
Estate. The National Parks Service (Victoria) in its submission
commented on the value of a manned presence for protection of
flora and fauna.24

(c) Other

171, Bushfire.warning: As for Cape Nelson.

172. The Department of Transport includes Cape Otway in a
group of 17- lightstations that appear to require an authoritative
manned presence. Transport says most of the 17 stations should
retain a Commonwealth presence which should be provided by the
Department and that the manning level should,be reduced from 2 to
1 following automation of the navigational aid.25

173. The National Parks Service (Victoria) comments are the
same as for Cape Nelson, .i.e. that it is in the best interests of
the public that lightstations remain manned. The Department of
Home Affairs and Environment states that the likely supervision
requirements of its portfolio if the lightstation at Cape Otway
were unmanned is for a part-time non^-residential management
presence.26
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10. CAPE SCHANCK

general

174. . History, Location: Cape Schanck lightstation was
established in 1859. Cape Schanck is a mainland station 12 km
west of Flinders on the Mornington Peninsula in Victoria. Cape
Schanck lightstation is north of the Cape Schanck Coastal Pack
which is a public purpose reserve administered by Flinders Shire.
Further north of the lightstation is an area managed by the
National Parks Service. The area as a whole is close to the
centre of population along the Mornington Peninsula. Access to
Cape Schanck is by road.

175. The Light and Tower: The light .source is a 120 volt
tungsten halogen lamp with a Chance Bros 920 mm focal radius
lens. The lantern is Chance Bros (12(). The power source is mains
electricity with a diesel generator for stand-by.

176. The tower is limestone and is 21 m high. The tower was
constructed in 1859. It is circular and is painted white.

177. Other Buildings: There are three cottages. Two keepers'
cottages were constructed of limestone in 1857. One remains1 as a
keeper's cottage but the other ha.s been converted to a
store/powerhouse/radio room. The third cottage built of brick in
1938 is now the head keeper's cottage. • .

178. SJ^£i: The lightstation is attended by 2 Department of
Transport lightkeepers. • .

f.. Wnmenaina

179. For Cape Schanck the relevant details are:

(a) DOT indicative benefits of unmanning -
50.70 m;

(b) ranking in respect of financial savings
No. 20; and

(c) annual savings - $74 000.

Benefits of Continued. Manning

(a) Sea-based functions of keepers

180. Coastal Surveillance: As for Cape Nelson,

181. Search and Rescue: As for Cape Nelson.
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182. Ksafchej:. .Reppxfcing: Bureau of Meteorology classification
is Category C. This classification means that in terms of the
service provided by human observations for the Bureau, unmanning
could be tolerated, or acceptable alternatives are available.28

(b) Land-based functions of keepers

183. i^JJaJXSJLJEjlsixcjiiaaat: The Cape Schanck tower and the
two limestone cottages are listed in the Register of the National
Estate.29 These buildings have also been certified by the
National Trust of Australia (Victoria).30 The National Parks
Service (Victoria) sees a manned presence as a deterrent to
would-be vandals.3!

184. Natural Environment: The Cape Schanck lightstation
reserve adjoins the Cape Schanck Coastal Park which is on the
Register of the National Estate. The National Parks Service
(Victoria) sees a manned presence as protection for flora and
fauna.32

(c) Other

185. fiuahlixfi. warnjj}£: As for Cape Nelson.

Reasons for Unmanning/Continued Manning

186. The Department of Transport includes Cape Schanck in a
group of 17 lightstations where the 'social and other
unquantifiable benefits appear to be significant1, so that there
appears to be '.... a good case for the retention of an
authoritative manned presence1.33 The total rationale for the
continued manning of stations such as Cape Schanck is that the
operations are low cost, the stations are of heritage interest,
are popular with tourists and are accessible to the public.

187. The National Parks Service (Victoria) comments on the
value of a continued manned presence are the same as for Cape
Nelson.

188. The Australian Lighthouse Association in its submission
stated that while it would prefer to see Cape Schanck remain
manned it would be logical, in a comparative sense, to deman Cape
Schanck before demanning a more remote station.34

189. The Department of Home Affairs and Environment
assessment of its likely portfolio supervision requirements is
for a full-time residential management presence.35
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11. GABO ISLAND

General Description36

190. History. Location: A select Committee of the'
Legislative Council of New South Wales recommended, in 1845, the
erection of a light at either Cape Howe•or •Gabo Island. A
temporary light was erected on Gabo Island. In 1862 a permanent
light was established.

191. Gabo Island is located 16 km from Mallacoota near the.
Victorian and New South Wales border on the east coast. The
lightstation reserve encompasses the entire island which is
154.2 ha in size. Access to Gabo Island is by light aircraft or
ship.

192. The Light and Tower: The light source is a 120 volt
tungsten halogen lamp with a Chance Bros 250 mm focal radius
rotating lens. The lantern is a Chance Bros 1st Order. The
auxiliary light is a fixed red sector light. The power source is
a diesel generator. •

193. The tower is dressed red granite and is 46.9 m high. It
is circular and unpainted. It was constructed in 1862. The tower
contains a cast iron spiral staircase.

194. Other Buildings: There ace three keepers' quarters, two
are built of granite constructed in 1860, and one of concrete
built in 1888.

195. S_£3JL£: The lightstation is attended by two Department
of Transport lightkeepers.

Cost Sayings of.

196. For Gabo Island the relevant details are:

(a) DOT indicative benefits of unmanning - $1.16 m;
(b) ranking in respect of financial savings ~ No. 7;

and
(c) annual savings ~ $119 000.

p£ Continj^q,, Manning

(a) Sea-based functions of keepers

197. Coastal Surveillance: As for Cape Nelson.

198. Search and Rescue: The Victorian Government submission
comments on SAR are the same as for Cape Nelson. The Australian
lighthouse Association advised that Gabo Island and Point
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Perpendicular were the only stations to receive distress calls
from the yacht 'Penando' which capsized in Bass Strait at the end
of 1977. The yacht later carried out repairs at Gabo island.37

199. In evidence before a public hearing of the Expenditure
Committee on 12 September 1983, Dr Farfor of the Australian
Lighthouse Association recounted the assistance given to the lone
yachtsman on the 'Gypsy Moth1 which ran aground on Gabo Island.
In addition, Dr Farfor mentioned that four people were rescued at
Gabo Island in 1982. 3 8

200. Wjgajijaej:: Bureau of Meteorology classification is
Category A. This classification means that the Bureau considers
that the value of human observations at Cape Otway are very
important with no satisfactory alternative such that closure
would cause a serious diminution m service.Jy

(b) Land-based functions of keepers

201. Cultural, Environment: Gabo Island light tower is listed
in the Register of the National Estate. Also listed are the
historic shipwrecks in the vicinity of the island.40 The National
Trust1 of Australia (Victoria) has certified the tower and the two
granite keepers' quarters.4i' The National Parks Service
(Victoria) in its submission noted that a manned presence at
lightstations acts as a deterrent to would-be vandals.42

202. Natural Environment: The significance of the natural
environment of Gabo Island is that it lies off the Croajingalong
National Park. The island is also inhabited by penguins,
shearwaters and 40 species of migratory birds.43 The National
Parks Service (Victoria) noted that a manned presence affords
protection for flora and fauna.44 •

(c) Other

203. gushf,li,re, Warning: A representative of the Australian
Lighthouse Association gave evidence to a public hearing of the
Committee on 12 September 1983 of assistance by the keepers ' ...
in the year of the big bushfires of Lara [which resulted] in the
saving of life',45 (See also general comments on bushfire
warnings made by * the National Parks Service (Victoria) in the
Cape Nelson profile.) .

Reasons-for Unmanning/ContinueoLManning .

204. The Department of Transport includes Gabo Island in a
.category of 24 stations in respect of which it says that
'... removal of the departmental manned presence would appear to
be most justified'. The Department considers that the financial
benefits from unmanning appear to outweigh the social and
unquantified benefits.46

205. . The National Parks Service (Victoria) comments on the
value of a continued manned presence are the same as for Cape
Nelson,
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206. The Department of Home Affairs and Environment
assessment of likely supervision requirement is the same as Cape
Nelson, i.e. a full-time residential management presence.47
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12. POINT HICKS

general, P,e.scr,i££ioji48

207. History.. . Location: Point Hicks was the first point of
the Australian mainland sighted by Captain James Cook and named
by him in 1770. A plaque commemorating the landing of Captain
Cook is located within the lightstation reserve. The lightstation
complex was built between 1887 and 1888 and was officially opened
on 15 May 1890. Point Hicks, lightstation is located at Cape
Everarci some 43 km from-Cann River on the south-east coast of
Victoria.

208. The lightstation reserve abuts the Croajingolong
National Park. The reserve is 132 ha in size. Access to Point
Hicks is by unsealed road.

209. . The Light and Tower: The original light was vaporised
kerosene but this has been replaced with a 120 volt tungsten
halogen lamp with a Chance Bros 920 mm focal radius rotating
lens. The lantern is a Chance Bros (12!). The power source is a
diesel generator.

210. The tower is 30 m high and was constructed in 1890 from
rubble filled with cement render. The tower is circular and is
painted white. The tower contains a fine cast iron spiral
staircase which is cantilevered from the tower walls with no
central column,

1 211. Other Buildings: There are two lightkeepers1 quarters
of timber-framed construction.

212. S,,£flf.f.: The lightstation is attended by 2 Department of

Transport lightkeepers. • • . •

Cost Savings.of Unmanning

213. For Point Hicks the relevant details are:
(a) DOT indicative benefits of unmanning - $0.90 HI;
(b) ranking in respect of financial savings - No. 15;

and
(c) annual savings - $81 000.

Benefits of Continued Manning

(a) Sea-based functions of keepers

214. Coastal, Surveillance: As for Cape Nelson.

215. Search and Rescue: As for Cape Nelson.
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216. Weather Reporting: The Bureau of Meteorology
classification for Point Hicks is Category C. This classification
means that in terms of the service provided by,human observation
for the Bureau, unmanning could be tolerated, or acceptable
alternatives are available.49

(b) Land-based functions of keepers

217. CultUX&i, . EnyJxP.Proeafc: Point Hicks lightstation and
lightkeepers' cottages are listed in the Register of the National
Estate.5" The National Trust of Australia (Victoria) has
certified the tower and keepers' quarters.51 The connection of
Point Hicks with the first landing on the Australian mainland by
Captain Cook, is of great cultural significance. The National
Parks Service (Victoria) in its submission noted that a manned
presence at lightstations acts as a deterrent to would-be
vandals.52 .

218. Natural Environment: Point Hicks adjoins the Captain
Cook National Park and the Croajingalong National Park which is
listed on the Register of the National Estate. The National Parks
Service (Victoria) in its submission.commented on the value of a
manned presence for protection of flora and fauna.53

(c) Other

219. Bushfire Warning: A witness for the Australian
Lighthouse Association (Dr Farfor) stated at a public hearing
before the Expenditure Committee that the lightkeeper at Point
Hicks ' ... was able to give considerable assistance to the fire
fighting [during the recent bushfires]'.54 (See same comments
made by National Parks Service (Victoria) in the Cape Nelson
profile.)

Reasons for Unmanning/Continued Manning: •

220. The Department of Transport includes Point Hicks as one
of the 17 lightstations where the 'social and other
unquantifiable benefits appear to be significant', so that there
appears to be '....a good case for the retention of an
authoritative manned presence1.55 The total rationale for the
continued manning of stations such as Point Hicks is that the
operations are low cost, the stations are of heritage, interest,
are popular with tourists and are accessible to the public.

221. The Department of Home Affairs and Environment's
assessment of its portfolio's likely supervision requirements is
the same as for Cape Otway, i.e. part-time non-residential
management presence.
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13, WILSONS PROMONTORY

general. Pe&cju.gfclsa56

222. History,. , .Location: Wilsons Promontory lighthouse in
Victoria is the southernmost light on the Australian mainland,
Wilsons Promontory was originally named Furneaux Land by Bass and
Flinders in 1798 but the name was later changed to Wilson's
Promontory by Governor Hunter. The Promontory . is named after
Thomas Wilson, a friend of .Flinders.

223. The establishment of the light at Wilsons Promontory
followed an inquiry by an Intercolonial committee appointed to
determine lighting priorities on the south-east coast.
Construction commenced in 1853 and was completed in 1859. The
original light source was an array of oil burning lamps with
parabolic reflectors.

224. The lightstation reserve is 29.6 ha in size and adjoins
the Wilsons Promontory National Park. Access to the lightstation
is by helicopter, road or by .Department of Transport Cape Class
vessel.

225. The , Ljjght , and.._.To,w,e,r.: The light is an electric lamp
array on a Department of Transport designed ,rotating pedestal.
The rotating drive is powered by an electric motor. The light
array comprises four vertical panels each with 12 x 30 volt
200 watt sealed beam lamps. The main light intensity is 850 000
candelas with a nominal visible range of 25 nautical miles
through an arc of 220 degrees. The light flashes 4 times every 15
seconds. The stand-by apparatus comprises 2 6 volt 28.5 watt
lamps per panel. The stand-by light has an intensity of 69 000
candelas with a nominal visible .range of 19 nautical miles. The
power source for the main light is a diesel generator with
batteries as stand-by. ,

226. The tower is 19.5 m high and is constructed of rough
faced basalt blocks of granite and bluestone. The tower is
circular and is painted white.

227. Other. .Buildings:. Only one of the original keepers'
quarters with exterior built of stone, (basalt) in 1859 remains
intact. Two other quarters were destroyed by fire in 1951. These
two quarters were rebuilt of stone and brick. In addition there
is a cluster of ancillary buildings comprising a garage,
explosives store, storeroom and engine house.

228. Staf£s The lightstation' is attended by 2 Department of
Transport lightkeepers.
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229. For Wilsons Promontory the relevant details are:

(a) DOT indicative benefits of unmanning - $1.24 m;
(b) ranking in respect of financial savings - No. 6;

and
(c) annual savings - $127 000.

Manning

(a) Sea-Based functions of keepers

230. Coastal Surveillance: As for Cape Nelson.

231. Search and Rescue: The Australian Lighthouse
Association, in additional evidence to the' Committee, advised
that there were 88 responses to the automatic distress monitor
during the period 1 January 1978 to 14 June 1978.57

232. Weather Reporting: The Bureau of Meteorology classifies
Wilsons Promontory Lighthouse as Category A. This classification
means that the Bureau considers that the value of human
observations at Wilsons Promontory are very important, with no
satisfactory alternative, such that closure would cause a serious
diminution in service.58

(b) Land-based functions of keepers

233. Cultural Environment: Wilsons Promontory lightstation
is not listed in the Register of the National Estate.59 The
National Trust of Australia (Victoria) has certified the tower
and lightstation group of buildings, noting in particular the
unusual nature of the original stonework.60 The National Parks
Service (Victoria) in.its submission noted that a manned presence
at lightstations acts as a deterrent to would-be vandals.6!

234. Natural Environment: Wilsons Promontory lightstation
reserve adjoins the Wilsons Promontory National Park which is on
the Register of the National Estate. The biological significance
of the reserve and its surrounds is the presence of seal colonies
and a diverse marine life.62 The National Parks Service
(Victoria) sees a manned presence as a protection for flora and
fauna.63

(c) Other

235. Buahfire Warning: As for Cape Nelson.

nning

236. The Department of Transport includes Wilsons Promontory
as one of the 24 lightstations where !it appears that the
financial benefits from unmanning outweigh the social and other
unquantifiable benefits', so that the removal of the departmental
manned presence would appear to be most justified.64
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237. The National Parks Service (Victoria) comments on the
value of a continued, manned presence are the same as for Cape
Nelson. . . .

238. . The Department of Home Affairs and Environment says
that if the station is unmanned the likely, supervision
requirements of the portfolio would be for a full-time
residential management presence.65
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QUEENSLAND

(Manned Lightstations)

14. Booby Island

15. Bustard Head

16. Cape Capricorn

17. Cape Cleveland .
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19. Dent Island

20. Double Island Point

21. Fitzroy Island

22. .Lady Elliott Island

23. Low isles
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14. BOOBY ISLAND

243. History, Location; Captain James Cook and the botanist
Banks landed on the island on 23 August 1770 and named it Booby
Island after the boobies (birds) that nest on the island. In a
remarkable-coincidence it was 'renamed* Booby Island by Captain
Bligh who also landed on the island on 3 June 1789 during his
epic voyage, after the mutiny on the 'Bounty'. In 1890 a manned
lighthouse was established by the Queensland Government on Booby
Island.

244. . Booby Island is located at the western approach to
Torres Strait. It is 6.07 ha in size and is near the tip of Cape
York Peninsula in Queensland. Access to the island is by launch.

245. The Light and Tower: The light source is a 120 volt
tungsten halogen lamp with a 800 mm focal radius rotating lens.
The power source is a diesel generator. The light was convertea
to electric operation in 1963. The lantern is a Chance Bros
(10'1"). The light flashes once every four seconds and has a
power of, 1 000 000 candelas. In 1970 a tide guage was installed
ana tide heights are broadcast over the marine radio beacon at
Booby Island.

246. The tower has a timber frame, 18 m high, with iron
sheet cladding. The tower was constructed in 1890. The tower is
conical and is painted white with a red dome.

247. Other Buildings: There,are 4 timber framed, fibro-clad
quarters each with corrugated fibro roof on Booby Island. Utility
buildings include a powerhouse, radio beacon room, store, tide
guage hut, workshop and office.

248. &£&££: The lightstation is attended by 3 Department of
Transport lightkeepers.

249. The Department of Transport has supplied indicative
costs associated with manned lightstations. This information
which covers Booby Island is at Attachment 1 of this appendix.
Transport has calculated the indicative benefits of unmanning
Booby Island at $0.9 m. This gives Booby Island No. 16 ranking in
respect of financial savings which would accrue from unmanning.
This figure represents the new present value of the difference in
costs over the next 20 years between manned and unmanned
operations discounted at 10%.2
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250. At the request of the Committee, the Department of
Transport provided additional information on the indicative
annual net savings achievable from unmanning for each of the 41
lightstations.

251. The indicative annual saving following unmanning of
Booby Island is calculated at $83 000.

Benefits of Continued Manning

(a) Sea-based functions of keepers

252. • Coastal Surveillance; There appears to be no specific
evidence in the submissions on surveillance activities by the
lightkeepers at Booby Island.'

253. Search and Rescue: The.Queensland Small Craft Council
in its submission included Booby Island in a group of
lightstations which the Council considered should continue to be
manned in recognition of the acts of 'rescue and mercy performed
by lightkeepers',3 There appears to be no specific mention of
Booby Island staff being involved in search and rescue.

254. Weather Reporting; The Bureau of Meteorology classifies
Booby Island as Category C. This classification means that if the
manned presence is removed and there are no human weather
observations "... the loss could be tolerated, or acceptable
alternatives are available."4 The Bureau does not classify Booby
Island as a 'key station'.5

(b) Land-based functions of keepers

255. Cultural Environment: Booby Island is not listed in the
Register of the National Estate.6 In relation, to cultural
heritage, however. Booby Island is significant in that it was
listed in the 'Australian Directory' Vol II of 1889 (Sailing
Directions) as a mail drop, and food depot for shipwrecked or
distressed mariners. The historical nature of 'Postmans Cave' on
Booby Island is mentioned by Lieutenant P A Spencer (RAN) in his
Submission to the Committee.7 The Queensland Government's
submission makes a general statement about the need to preserve
certain lightstations, to prevent them falling into disrepair and
decay. This statement implies that a manned presence is a
deterrent to disrepair and decay of lightstations1.8

256. J^iU^2_£nxUfii3iaejxfc: Apart from mention of the presence
of boobies (birds), the submissions do not contain any specific
evidence on unique flora or fauna on Booby Island.The Department
of Home Affairs and Environment notes, however, that the island
is a nesting site for over 50 species of migratory seabirds,9
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(c) Other

257. In evidence before a public hearing of the Expenditure
Committee in Brisbane on 22 July 1983, a Mr Max Strohfeldt
(retired officer of the Department of Transport) stressed the
importance of retaining a manned presence on Booby Island.
Mr Strohfeldt1s concern was to ensure human monitoring of the
tide guage at the entrance to Torres Strait,1°

Reasons for Unmanning/Continued.. Manning

258. The Department of Transport includes Booby Island in a
group of 24 lightstations where 'it appears that,the financial
benefits from unmanning outweigh the social and other
unquantifiable benefits', so that the '....removal of the
departmental manned presence would appear to be most
justified'.11 The Department of Home Affairs and Environment says
that if the lightstation is unmanned the likely supervision
requirements of the portfolio would be for a full-time
residential management presence for Booby Island.12

259. The Queensland Government in its submission stated that
because of the importance of continued manning from a community
viewpoint, '..,. any proposal for the conversion of a manned . .
lightstation to an automatic function should be subject to a
detailed study of the^implications of demanning'.I3
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15. BUSTARD HEAD

General Description;!4

260. JOfliflxy*_iacaiifin: The Bustard Head light was
established in 1868 following a recommendation of a Queensland
parliamentary report of 1864.

261. Bustard Head is a mainland station some 50 Km from
Gladstone on the central Queensland coast. The lightstation
reserve is 445.2 ha in size. Bustard Head is adjacent to, but not
within the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park region. Access to
Bustard Head is by launch, or helicopter.

262. The Light and Tower: The light source is a 120 volt
lamp with an AGA 250 mm focal radius rotating lens. The power
source is a diesel generator. The lantern is a Chance Bros
{9'6"). The original light was a kerosene light.

263. The tower is'constructed of cast iron imported in
segment form from the UK. The tower is 18 m high and is set on a
stone -base. It does not have a timber frame. Construction of the
tower was completed in 1868. Subsequently, the stairway to the
light platform was relocated from the outside to the inside of
the tower and the original doorway sealed,; A new entrance was
provided. The tower is conical and.is painted white with a red
dome.

264. Other. Buildings: There are 2 residences of ,
timber-framed and fibro-clad construction. There is also a
workshop and brick powerhouse. A disused stable remains on the
lightstation reserve.

265. .SiafJL: The lightstation is attended by 2 Department of
Transport lightkeepers.

Cost.

266. For Bustard Head the relevant details are:

(a) DOT calculation of indicative benefits of
unmanning -$1.03 m;

(b) ranking in respect of financial savings -
No. 11; and

(c) annual savings ~ $111 000.

(a) Sea-based functions of keepers

267. C_o_a£j^I__Sjin?eJJJI£ni^: As for Booby Island.
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268. £fiflX£]a-ami fraacas: Bustard Head lightstation is
mentioned in one submission (Mr S.M, Roche) as being involved in
a radio relay between Dent Island and Coastal Surveillance in the
report of an abandoned dinghy seen floating upside down near Dent
Island.I5

269. The use of Bustard Head in the radio relay from Dent
Island lightstation is because Dent island, unlike Bustard Head,
has no public telephone connection and communications are by
radio transceiver to Bustard Head lightstation.i6

270. Weather,.,..Repp,rfrj,n.g: The Bureau of Meteorology classifies
Bustard Head lightstation as Category B, This classification
means that if the manned presence is removed and there are no
human weather observations '...[the! closure would cause a
significant diminution in service*.17 Bustard Head is not
classified.by the Bureau as a 'key station'.18

(b) Land-based functions of keepers

271. Cultural Environment: Bustard Head lightstation,
lightkeepers' cottages and ancillary buildings are listed in the
Register of the National Estate.3-9 The Queensland Government's
submission implies that a manned presence is a deterrent to
disrepair and decay of certain historic lightstations.20

272. Natural Environment: The Department of Home. Affairs and
Environment advises that there is insufficient data on the
biological significance of Bustard Head lightstation.21 Tne
lightstation reserve adjoins the Bustard Bay-Deepwater Holding
Area which is listed on the Register of the National Estate. The
lightstation also adjoins the Eurimbula National Park.

273. . The Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority assesses
the management value of Bustard Heao to the Authority as
'low1.22.

(c) Other

274. Nil,

275. The Department of Transport includes Bustard Head in a
group of 24 lightstations where 'it appears that the financial
benefits from unmanning outweigh the social and other
unquantifiable benefits', so that the '....removal of the
departmental manned presence would appear to be most
justified',23

276. The Department of Home Affairs and Environment advises
that there is insufficient.information available in respect of
Bustard Head for any assessment to be made of the portfolio's
likely supervision requirements.24
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16, CAPE CAPRICORN

General Description:25

277. ilig.fcoxŷ , LggaMaa: A Queensland parliamentary report of
1864 recommended the establishment of a lightstation at Cape
Capricorn on Curtis Island.

278. Cape Capricorn is at the north-east tip of Curtis
Island which lies 24 km north of Gladstone on the central coast
of. Queensland, Cape Capricorn is regarded as the entrance to
Keppel Bay which is popular with professional and amateur
fishermen. Cape Capricorn is adjacent to, out is not within the
'Great Barrier Reef Marine Park region. Curtis Island is used by
holiday-makers and as an "anchorage for •fishermen and larger
cruising vessels. Access to Curtis Island (and Cape Capricorn) is
by launch or light aircraft (beach landing).

279. The Light and Tower: The light is electric with a power
source from cUesel generators. The optical apparatus consists of
a Pintsch 250 mm focal . radius lens mounted on a pedestal. An
electric motor provides the drive for rotation of the light. The
light source is a 120 volt tungsten halogen lamp. The original
oil wick burner was replaced by a 55 mm incandescent kerosene
mantle in 1923. In 193 8 the light was converted to electric
operation.

280. The tower is located at the tip of the island and is
94 m above sea level on.a sand dune. The existing tower was built
in 1964. It is the third tower to be erected on the site. It is
of concrete and supports a 7'3" diameter lantern,

281. 'P..th.e.r.,.,,.B, ij jl.djpgs.: There are 2 houses, a store-house,
workshop, winch-shed and leadlight building. All buildings are of
fibro. The aiesel powerhouse is constructed of concrete blocks.

282.. Staff: The lightstation.is attended by 2 Department of
Transport lightkeepers.

283. For Cape Capricorn the relevant details are:

(a) DOT calculation of indicative benefits of
unmanning- $0.49 m; ,

(b) ranking in respect of financial savings - No. 34;
and

(c) annual savings - $39 000.

1 Benefits of_ Continued Manning . "

(a) Sea-based functions of keepers

284. £p Ĵs~fcaj^™£&Ui£iJjLail£e_: Same comments as for Booby
Island.
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285. £g&£.gii_.an,d, Rfeacjag: The Capricornia Cruising Yacht Club
in its submission on search and rescue said '... the importance
... of the weather reports from Cape Capricorn for one hundred
miles of wild coast to the north, is the concern of our Club and
we feel strongly that the demanning of the Cape Capricorn light
would be detrimental »..'. The club gave an example of the loss
of a yacht (no loss of life) during the Yeppoon to Mackay yacht
race which the club attributes in oart to the failure of the
unmanned light on High Peak Island.2o, The Australian Lighthouse
Association states that is has received a petition and other
representations from concerned residents of Rockhamptonf

professional and amateur fishermen and others over the proposed
demanning of Cape Capricorn. The representations from these
interested parties emphasised the importance of a manned presence
at the Cape Capricorn for marine safety.27 A statement in the
submission of the Department of Transport suggests that the
Queensland Police see no need for the retention of a manned
presence at Cape Capricorn for search and rescue.28

286. Weather Reporting: The Bureau of Meteorology classifies
Cape Capricorn as Category C. ' This classification' means that if
the manned presence is removed and there are no human weather
observations the loss could be tolerated, or • acceptable
alternatives are available.

287. • The Bureau does not classify Cape Capricorn as . a 'key
station1.29

(b) Land-based functions of keepers

288. Cultural Environment: Cape Capricorn is not listed in
the Register of the National Estate.3C" The Department of Home
Affairs and Environment assesses the structures as *... not of
National Estate significance...'.3! .

289. Natural Environment: There appears to be little
evidence in the submissions on the significance of the natural
environment at Cape Capricorn lightstation.

290. The Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority rates the
management value of Cape Capricorn to the Authority as 'low'.32

(c) Other

291. Nil.

292. The Department of Transport includes Cape Capricorn in
a group of 24 lightstations where 'it appears that the financial
benefits from unmanning outweigh the social and other
unquantifiable benefits', so that the 'removal of the
departmental manned presence would appear to be most
justified'«33
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293. The Department of Home Affairs and Environment advises
that there is insufficient information available in respect of
Cape Capricorn for any assessment to be made of the portfolio's
likely supervision requirements.34

294.. The Australian Lighthouse Association submitted that
Cape Capricorn should remain manned pending an adequate survey of
[its] social and community significance.35
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17, CAPE CLEVELAND

:36

295. . J3is£jaaL*~Jifl£aiioji: The Cape Cleveland lightstation was
constructed in 1879. Cape Cleveland is a mainland lightstation
located some 21 km from Townsville in North Queensland. The
lightstation reserve covers 20.23 ha. The reserve is surrounded
by the Cape Cleveland National Park. Regular access to Cape
Cleveland is by boat.

296. • The-Light and Tower: The main light source (rear lead)
is an electric 120 volt tungsten halogen lamp with a Pintsch 250
mm focal radius rotating lens. The power source is diesel. The
front lead light is an AGA acetylene self-contained beacon on a 3
m high cabinet. The power of the main light is 990 000 candelas.

297. The tower is 11 m high and was constructed in 1879. It
has a timber frame and is iron clad' set on a stone .base. The
tower is conical.

298. Qtfl.e.r,, Buildings: There are 2 timber-framed weatherboard
clad, fibro roofed houses which were constructed in 1954*

299. Staff: The lightstation is attended'by 2 Department of
Transport lightkeepers.

Sal inas p£...Bnmannjjaa

300. For Cape Cleveland the relevant details are:

(a) DOT calculation of indicative benefits of unmanning
~ $0.53 m;

(b) ranking in respect of financial savings - No. 31;
and

(c) annual savings - $46 000.

B,.ene£ijfcg_oj CftntiPHfiti.. Banning

(a) Sea-based functions of keepers

301. £safi£flJLJ3ll£S£siAA&nfi£: As for Booby Island.

302. Search.„ and fiescye,: There appears to be no evidence in
the submissions to specifically connect Cape Celeveland with
search and rescue.
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303. Weat&er..,,.Re,ppr.t;Lncj: The Bureau of Meteorology classifies
Cape Cleveland lightstation as Category C. This classification
means that if the manned presence is removed and there are no
human weather observations the loss could be tolerated, or
acceptable alternatives are .available.3?

304. The Bureau does not classify Cape Cleveland as a 'key
station. l3S

(b) Land-based functions of keepers

305. Cultural—Environment; Cape Cleveland is not listed in
the Register of the National Estate but the tower, constructed in
1879 from components imported from the UK, is considered to be of
cultural significance.3^ The Queensland Government's submission
implies that a manned presence is a deterrent to disrepair and
decay of certain historic lightstations.40

306. Natural Enyirp.nme.ni:: ,The environmental significance of
Cape Cleveland is based on its location adjoining the Cape
Cleveland National Park. The Department of Home Affairs and
Environment notes that the lightstation reserve has. some fringing
coral growth and sand banks.^1

(c) Other

307. Nil.

Reasons .for.. Unmanning/Continued Manning

308. The Department of Transport includes Cape Cleveland in
a group of 24 lightstations where 'it appears that the financial
benefits from unmanning outweigh the social and other
unquantifiable benefits', so that the '....removal of the
departmental manned presence would appear to be most
justified'.42

309. The Department of Home Affairs and Environment advises
that if unmanning occurs, its assessment of the likely
supervision requirements of its portfolio would require a
part-time non-residential management presence.43
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18. CAPE MORETON

General.Description44

310. MX^££&t~-~I&£&&XQn°- The Cape Moreton lightstation was
established in 1857 by the N.S.W. Colonial government before the
formation of Queensland as a state. It is the oldest Queensland
lighthouse still in existence.

311... Cape Moreton lightstation is located on Moreton Island
which lies off the Queensland coast near Brisbane. Moreton Island
is .a holiday resort. The lightstation reserve is 182.1 ha in
size. Access to the .island (and lightstation) is by air and
unsealed road on the island.

312. Tpe Light and Tower: The light source is a 120 volt
lamp with an AGA 375.mm focal radius rotating lens. . The lantern
.is a Chance Bros . (7 'I"). The power source is a diesel generator.
The original light was a kerosene powered apparatus.

313. The tower was constructed in 1857 from local sandstone.
It is 23 m high. The stone is biscuit colour and .the tower is
conical in shape. Two red bands are painted on the tower together
•with a red cupola.

314. - Q.fch.,e,r „ Buildjpgs: There are 3 houses built with timber
frame, fibro-clad and corrugated iron roofs.

315. ££a££: The lightstation is attended by 2 Department of
Transport lightkeepers.

316. • For Cape Moreton the relevant details are: •

(a) DOT calculation of indicative benefits of unmanning
- $0.55 m;

(b) ranking in respect of financial savings - No. 29;
and

(c) annual savings - $49 000.

Benefits.of Continued Manning

(a) Sea-based functions of keepers

317. S&astal. .Sur̂ vjgjJO&nfie,; As for Booby Island.

318. Search and Rescue: Queensland Small Craft Council
comments are the same as for Booby Island.
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319. Heafcnsi &gpp_r.£i.og_: Bureau of Meteorology classifies
Cape Moreton as Category A. This classification means that the
Bureau's requirement for human observations makes Cape Moreton
'...a very important station, with no satisfactory alternative,
such that closure would cause a serious diminution in service'.45

320. The Bureau classifies Cape Moreton as a 'key station1.
This classification means that Cape Moreton makes 7 observations
per day throughout the year.46

(b) Land-based functions of keepers

321. .C.u.l.fc.u.r.aJ, _.finyj,.rpnme.nfc: Cape Moreton lightstation,
lightkeepers' cottages and ancillary buildings are listed in the
Register of the National Estate.47 The tower constructed in 1857
from local sandstone is of cultural significance. The tower
attracts many visitors. The Queensland Government's submission
implies that a manned presence is a deterrent to disrepair and
decay of certain historic lightstations.48

322. Natural Environment: The environmental significance of
the Cape Moreton lightstation reserve is that it is constructed
on the only rock outcrop on Moreton Island. The Department of
Home Affairs and Environment advises that Cape Moreton is popular
with tourists and its statement implies that its requirement for
a full-time residential presence would provide protection for the
natural environment. The Department notes however, that more
data is needea to support its assessment.49 The lightstation is
on Moreton Island which is listed on the Register of the National
Estate.

323.

(c) Other

Nil.

324.. The Department of Transport includes Cape Moreton in a
group of 24 lightstations where 'it appears that the financial
benefits from unmanning outweigh the social and other
unquantifiable benefits', so that the '....removal of the
departmental manned presence would appear to be most
justified1,50 . . •

325. . The Department of Home Affairs and Environment advises
that if unmanning occurs, .its assessment for likely supervision,
requirement is for a full-time residential management presence.51
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19. DENT ISLAND

: 5 2

326. Hj,s,.t,P.r,y,r,,.,,,Lo,,catAop: Dent Island lies within the Great
Barrier Reef region. It lies to the south of Whitsunday Island
and helps mark the Whitsunday Passage, named by Captain Cook who
sailed through the passage in the 'Endeavour8 on Whitsunday 1770.

327. . The island is 160 ha in size and contains the
lightstation reserve, a grazing lease and a Coral Arts museum.
The Whitsunday Passage and its islands ' are popular tourist
attractions and access to the area is. by launch from the
Mackay/Proserpine area of North Queensland.

328. The Light and Tower: In 1982 the original kerosene
light and glass lens was replaced with a flashing electric light
set in a fixed cylindrical plastic lens. The power source is a
solar panel which charges a bank of 12 volt batteries. A separate
240 volt generator provides electricity for the residences and
workshop.

329. The tower is 10 m high and was constructed in 1879 from
components imported from the UK. It is a timber-framed iron-clad
structure.

330. Other , Buildings,: There are two residences, a winch
house, a storage shed, engine room and combined workshop/radio
room. The ancillary buildings are constructed of weatherboard and
fibro with galvanised iron roofs. The buildings have no National
Estate significance.

331. JaMJLf..: Dent .Island has an automated light but there are
2 Department of Transport lightkeepers in attendance.

Cost Savings of Unmanning •

332. For Dent Island the relevant details ares

(a) DOT indicative costs associated with unmanning -
$1.09m ;

(b) ranking in respect of financial savings - No. 9;
and

(c) annual savings - $108 200.

Benefits of Continued Manning

(a) Sea-based functions of keepers

333. S&flSJaJ^jSlU^KfiiJUUnSfi: As for Booby Island.
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334. Search^and, Rescue: The Mackay Sea Rescue Squad in its
submission lists Dent Island in a group of four lightstations
which the Rescue Squad considers should continue to be manned.
The Rescue Squad says '... our concern is the loss of on-the-spot
weather reports, and more importantly, the contact with these
stations for rescue work ...!.5"3

335. . Mr S.M. Roche recounted in his submission to the
Committee an incident reported by his brother, who is a relief
lightkeeper, of a radio signal, from Dent Island to Bustard Head
reporting an abandoned dinghy seen floating upside down near
.Dent Island.54 In a submission received from the Australian
Heritage Commission ('Gott Report'), the limited radio traffic
and lack of meteorological reports from Dent Island was assessed
as '.....greatly limit[ing] any value the lightstation might have
to small boat operators, air sea rescue organisations and other
groups....l55

336. A radio transceiver is installed at Dent Island to
provide communications. The station is not connected to the
public telephone network. The transceiver is used in a radio
relay link with Bustard Head lightstation.

337. The Queensland Small' Craft Council comments on search
and rescue are the same as for Booby Island.

338. Weather., Reporting: Dent Island does not provide weather
reports.

(b) Land-based functions of keepers

339. £iO£iiE3l JBnxi££nm£n£: Dent ' Island .• lightstation,
lightkeepers' cottages and ancillary buildings are listed in the
Register of the National Estate.56 Only the tower, constructed in
1879 from components imported from the UK, is considered to be of
cultural significance,5' The Queensland Government's submission
implies that a manned presence is a deterrent to disrepair and
decay of certain historic lightstations.58

340. Natural Environment: The environmental significance of
Dent Island is based on its location within the Great Barrier
Reef Region which is on the Register of the National Estate.59

The Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority assesses the
management value of Dent Island to the Authority as 6

341. . The Australian Conservation Foundation (ACF) lists Dent
Island at No 9 out of a list of 12 in decreasing importance of
lighthouse reserves where protection to landforrns and vegetation
is of concern to the Foundation. ACF considers that the threat to
Dent Island if unmanned stems from tourist pressure.6!

(c) Other

342. Nil.
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343. The Department of Transport includes Dent Island in a
group of 24 lightstations where 'it appears that the financial
benefits from unmanning outweigh the social and other
unquantifiable benefits', so that the '....removal of the
departmental manned presence would appear to be most
justified1.62

344. The Department of . Home Affairs and Environment
assessment of the likely supervision requirements for its
portfolio, if unmanning occurs, is for an occasional management
presence.63

345. The Department of Transport in its submission said of
the duties of the Dent Island keeper '....the lightkeeper's only
responsibility in relation to the operation of this light is to
keep the solar panels clean1,64
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20. DOUBLE ISLAND POINT

G&n&i

346.. Hifftoryf ,, Location: Double Island Point was named by
Captain Cook in 1770. Double Island Point is a mainland
lightstation 50 km north of Noosa on the southern Queensland
coast. Nearby are Tin Can Bay and Wide Bay both of. which are
highly popular with professional and amateur fishermen. Double
Island Point adjoins the Cooloola National Park. The beach area
on the edge of the Park is popular with campers and fishermen.
Aground on this beach is one of the largest wrecks of its kind on
the • Australian coast, the vessel 'Cherry Venture'. "The
'Gott Report'66 comments that Double Island Point lightstation is
superbly maintained. The lightstation reserve is 57 ha in size.
Access to Double Island Point is by road through the Cooloola
National Park or via the beach at low tide. A helicopter can also
land in the grounds of the lightstation reserve.

347. The Light and Tower: The original light'was a kerosene
system. The light has been converted to an electric source but
the lens apparatus is the original. The original rotation
mechanism is in working order, although it is now.no longer used.

348. . The tower was constructed in 1884. it is an iron-clad
timber-framed tower.

349.' P£fo,e..r..,...B,i4i 3-cUng.s.: There are two houses, a watch hut,
radio hut, garage and engine room. The buildings are
timber-framed with fibro walls.

350. Siali: The lightstation is attended by 2 Department of
Transport lightkeepers.

351. For Double Island Point the relevant details are:

(a) DOT indicative costs associated with
unmanning-$0.34 m;

(b) ranking in respect to financial savings - No. 40;
and

(c) annual savings - $26 000.

(a) Sea based functions of keepers

352. £G&BJ^l_SttIJE£iUfln££! The 'Gott Report1 notes that the
keepers have a marine radio link with the Coast Guard unit at
Tin Can Bay and provide information on shipping movements.6?
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353. Search and Rescue: The radio and telephone link with
Double Island Point is considered important to vessels
approaching or leaving ports in the region. This information is
used by a variety of marine vessels as well as the Hervey Bay Sea
Rescue unit.68

354. The 'Gott. Report1 stated that ' ... the two keepers
each have a boat which can be put to sea in cases of emergency.
Neither had personally participated in any dramatic rescues ...
although the usual assistance to small boats out of fuel, with
flat batteries, etc., has been provided1.69

355. The. Queensland Small Craft Council in its submission
included Double Island Point in a group of lightstations which
the Council considered should continue to be .manned in
recognition of the acts of 'rescue and mercy performed by
lightkeepers1.70 The Mackay Sea Rescue Squad comments are the
same as for Dent Island.

356. Keepers have assisted, by a radio link, in the rescue
of three multi-hulled yachts in distress in the 1982 Gladstone
Yacht Race.?!

357. Jt£aJj3£Ĵ J3££fil&il)g:The Bureau of Meteorology classifies
Double Island Point as Category A.1 This classification means that
the Bureau's requirement for human observations makes Double
Island Point a very important station, with no satisfactory
alternative, such that closure would cause a serious diminution
in service,'2 The keepers provide local weather reports on their
marine band transceivers and by telephone. These local weather
reports are considered to be of importance to vessels attempting
a crossing of the Wide Bay Bar. Double Island Point provides
hourly reports in the cyclone season.73

(b) Land-based functions of keepers

358. £jjliJArjaJ,_JEjiyixQflBeiii: Double Island Point lightstation,
lightkeepers' cottages and ancillary buildings are listed in the
Register of the National Estate.7* The Queensland Government's
submission implies that a manned presence is a deterrent to
disrepair . and decay of certain historic lightstations.'75

359. iSfiJyiĴ X-̂ EcyĴ filuafelli: The environmental 'significance of
Double Island Point is that it adjoins the Cooloola National Park
which is listed on the Register of the National Estate. The
Fraser Island Defence Organisation in its submission to the
Committee commented on the tourist pressure at Double Island
Point. The Organisation suggested that unmanning may leave the
station and surrounds vulnerable to vandalism.76

360. The Australian Conservation Foundation listed Double
Island Point at No. 6 out of 12, in a list of decreasing
importance of lightstations for which .staffing is considered
desirable for protection of the natural environment.77
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(c) Other

361. • Nil.

f PE

362. The Department of Transport includes Double Island
Point in a group of 17 lightstations where the "social and other
unquantifxable benefits appear to be significant', so that there
appears to be '....a good case for the retention of an
authoritative manned presence'.78 The total rationale . for the
continued manning of stations such as Double Island Point is that
the operations are low cost, the stations are of heritage
interest,, are popular with tourists and are accessible to the
public.79 .

363. The Department of Home Affairs and Environment says
that there is insufficient information available for any
assessment of the likely supervision requirements for Double
Island Point.80 . • _

364. The Australian Lighthouse Association included Double
Island Point in a category of lightstations which should remain
manned pending an adequate survey of its social and community
significance.^
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21. FITZROY ISLAND

General Description82

365. History, Location: Fitzroy Island is 10.9 ha in size
-and lies 32 km to the south-east of Cairns in North Queensland,
It is within the Great Barrier Reef and is popular with tourists.
Access to the island is by launch. ,

366. The light source consists of an array of sealed beam
lamps mounted on a revolving hexagonal column. The main bank
comprises 3 panels each of five 30 volt 200 watt lamps. The
remaining panels each contain 2 x .6 volt 28.5 watt lamps for
emergency use in the event of failure of the main bank. The
pedestal revolves at six revolutions per minute giving a
character of group flashing 3 every 10 seconds. The main (white)
light has an intensity of 270 000 candelas and has a nominal
visible range of a 22 nautical mile range. The red and green
sector lights have a lesser intensity and range. The power source
is diesel with a 24 volt battery bank for the emergency system.

367. The tower is a 12 m high concrete structure surmounted
by a 2.4 m diameter fibreglass lantern (Department of Transport
design). Lights were first established on Little Fitzroy and
Fitzroy Islands in 1929 and 1943, respectively. The present high
intensity beacon was constructed in 1973.

368. £fcĥ JLJ&U,jjii&9£: There are 2 timber-framed weatherboard
cottages built in the early 1960s. In addition there is a brick
powerhouse, timber-framed fibro garage, pump shed and assorted
store sheds.

369. ££aJL£: The lightstation is attended by 2 Department of
Transport lightkeepers.

.sayjjigs of

370. For Fitzroy Island the relevant details are:

(a) DOT indicative costs associated with unmanning -
$0.43 m;

(b) ranking in respect to financial savings - No. 38;
and

(c) annual savings - $34 000.

of,

£a) Sea-based functions of keepers

371. Coastal.Surveillance: As for Booby Island.
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372. Search and Rescue: The Queensland Small Craft Council's
comments are the same as for Booby Island.

373. HfifltnfiJL-Bfi£ftCiinss The Bureau of Meteorology classifies
Fitzroy Island as Category B. This classification means that the
removal of a manned presence whereby human observations would be
made on behalf of the Bureau would cause a significant diminution
in service.83

(b) Land-based functions of keepers

374. Cultural Environment: Fitzroy Island lightstation,
lightkeepers1 cottages and ancillary buildings are listed in the
Register of the National Estate but the listing is a recognition
of the lightstation's proximity to the Great Barrier Reef. The
iightstation group itself is not considered to have cultural
•significance.84

375. &&&1E&I EnyjrQproejaJ:: Fitzroy Island is part of the
Great Barrier Reef which is listed on the Register of the
National Estate; the lightstation reserve does not fall within
the boundaries of the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park. The island
itself has a fringing reef. The Great Barrier Reef Marine Park
Authority assesses the management value of Fitzroy Island as
'low' and advises that the Green Island management base is close
by.SS

376. The Department of Home Affairs and Environment.assesses
the island as having '.......little heritage or biological
significance'.86

(c) Other

377. - Nil.

££a^cjis^£j^amiaamu!3/C^:k^^

378. The Department of Transport includes Fitzroy Island in
a group of 24 lightstations where ' it appears that the financial
benefits from unmanning outweigh the social and other
unquantif i able benefits1,, so that the '.., .removal of the
departmental manned presence would appear to be most
justified1',87

379. The Department of Home Affairs and Environment
assessment for likely supervision requirements is an occasional
management presence.8°
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22. LADY ELLIOTT ISLAND

380. Historyf Location; Although unverified, it appears that
a lightstation was established on Lady Elliott Island in 1866 and
replaced in 1873.

381. Originally the island was tree-covered, but the entire
tree and vegetation cover was removed during guano mining in the
1860s. The mining operation disrupted turtle and bird life on the
island. Restoration of vegetation on the island has been an
interest of and a commendable achievement by the owner of the
tourist lease on the island. The island is named after the vessel
'Lady Elliott* the crew of which sighted the island in 1816.

382. Lady Elliott Island is at the southernmost tip of the
Great Barrier Reef. It is some 100 km east of the southern
Queensland coast. The island is 6.07 ha . in size. The island
contains a tourist complex which is serviced by commercial
airline flights from Brisbane and Bundaberg. Lady Elliott Island
is a classic - reef-fringed coral island,1, including remnants of
wrecks. Access to the island (and the lightstation) is by
aircraft or launch. The lightstation reserve comprises the whole
island.

3 83. The Light and Tower; The original light source was an
oil wick burner. It was replaced by vaporised kerosene in 1923
with a Chance Bros 250 mm focal radius rotating lens and a Chance
Bros lantern (6'73/4").

384. In 1981 an automated acetylene gas light was installed.
The light is fitted with a sun-valve which.switches the light on
and off according to the level of ambient light.

385. The 'Gott Report' states ' ... in the event of a light
failure the two keepers are neither trained (nor authorised) to
fix it, but must summon help from the mainland . ,.'90

386. The tower is a timber frame with iron-cladding and is
18 m high. The cast-iron cladding was imported from the UK and
the tower constructed in 1873, Unlike many iron-clad light towers
in Queensland, the tower at Lady Elliott contains a timber
stairway in lieu of an iron set of stairs. The tower is conical
in shape and is painted white.

387. £fcn£JLJfriiIdin9£: There are 3 timber-framed f ibro-clad
residences. There is also an engine house, a workshop and a
fuel/paint store. A one-time boat shed has been condemned and is
to be demolished.
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388. £fcaJL£! The lightstation is an automated light but is
attended by 2 Department of Transport lightkeepers.

389. For Lady Elliott Island the relevant details are:

(a) DOT indicative costs associated with unmanning -
$0.60 m;

(b) ranking in respect to financial savings - No. 27;
and

(c) annual savings - $65 000.

Benefits of Continued Manning

(a) Sea-based functions of keepers

390. ' ..C.Q.a.g.t.al.. __..Sjj.r.y.e jJIanc, e: As for Booby Island, i.e. no
specific evidence of coastal surveillance.

391. Search and Rescue The Queensland Cruising Yacht Club
cited Lady Elliott Island as one of three lightstations which
plays an important ' SAR role during the Brisbane to Gladstone
Yacht race. 9!

392. The Queensland Small Craft Council in its submission
included Lady Elliott Island in a group of lightstations which
the .Council considered should continue to be manned in
recognition of the acts of .'rescue and mercy performed by
lightkeepers1.92 TheMackay Sea Rescue Squad in its submission
makes a similar statement.93

393. ... The Australian Lighthouse Association gave evidence in
a public hearing of the Expenditure Committee on 12 September
1983 of direct action by the lightkeeper in 1980 in putting to
sea to assist in saving the crew of the yacht 'Appollo' which had
run aground.94 The ALA also gave' three other ' examples of SAR
activities in relation to Lady Elliott Island. The incidents
referred to were the grounding of the sailing vessel, Thisby,
some months earlier, which involved the keepers taking a line out
to the stricken vessel, the rescue by the keepers in 1975 of the
vessel 'Tahoona' and the securing of a steel fishing boat which
had broken its anchor-line.95

394. The Department of Transport has installed a radio
transceiver at Lady Elliott Island lightstation for
communications. The lightstation has no public telephone link to
the mainland.96

395. W/ea,ther. Re.pQXfrj.Rg: The Bureau of Meteorology classifies
Lady Elliott Island as Category A. The human observations by
station staff are regarded by the Bureau as very important.97 The
Bureau has a contingency plan to identify and arrange an
alternative observer if unmanning of the lightstation is carried
out. 9 8
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396. The Bureau classified Lady Elliott Island .as a 'key
station1. This classification means that Lady Elliott Island
makes 7 observations per day throughout the year. In addition.
Lady Elliott Island is accepted by the World Meteorological
Organisation as a component of the World Weather Watch Basic
Synoptic Network for international exchange.99 The keepers on
Lady Elliott Island maintain their own transceiver with which
they pass on local weather reports and descriptions of the state
of the sea,l°°

(b) Land-based functions of keepers

397. Cultural Environment: Lady Elliott Island is .in the
Register .of the National Estate.10! The tower, constructed in
1873, is, considered to be of cultural importance. The same
assessment applies to the historic wrecks in the area.l^2 The
Queensland Government's submission implies that a manned presence
at the lightstation acts as a deterrent to disrepair and decay of
historic lightstations.I-03 Similar statements on the deterrent
value of a manned presence for the prevention of vandalism, and
in particular in relation to Lady Elliott Island, were made by
the Department of Home Affairs and Environment.104

398. JtetaxaJ,.... EnjrjxaiiagXLE.: Lady Elliott Island lies within
the Capricornia .Section of the Great Barrier Reef which is listed
on the Register of the National Estate.1°5. The Great Barrier
Reef Marine Park Authority assesses Lady Elliott Island as having
'high1 value to the Authority, It has a high quality reef and is
used for educational purposes. It is also valuable as a general
management base for the southern part of the reef.l°6

399. The island is considered to be vulnerable due to
tourist traffic.1°7 In public hearings on 13 September 1983, the
Chairman of the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority advised
the Expenditure Committee that the lightkeeper ' ... has been
helpful to both my Authority and to the Department of
Administrative Services in providing information about activities
of that tourist agency that might not be in accordance .with the
lease condition or the zoning plan'.l08 The .Australian
Conservation Foundation has provided a grouping of 12
lightstations in decreasing order of importance in terms of
environmental factors to assess when consideration is given to
demanning. The foundation rates Lady Elliott Island at No. 7 and
cites its location within the Great Barrier Reef and the bird
breeding, colonies as factors to consider.l^19

(c) Other

400. Nil.
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401. The Department of Transport includes Lady Elliott
Island in a group of 24 lightstations where 'it appears that the
financial benefits from unmanning outweigh the social and. other
unquantifiable benefits', so that the '....removal of the
departmental manned. presence would appear to be most
justified'..11°

402. The . Australian Lighthouse Association (ALA) included
Lady Elliott Island in a category of lightstations which should
be '.., totally removed . from any demanning list ..." The ALA
bases its claim on its assessment of the .'social and community
importance' of having a manned lightstation at Lady Elliott
Island.ll1

403. The Department of Home Affairs and Environment's
assessment of the likely supervision requirements for Lady
Elliott Island is for a full-time residential management
presence.II2

404. The Department of Transport in its submission said of
the duties of the Lady Elliott Island keeper 'the lightkeepers
have no duties associated with the operation of the light at this
station1 . H 3
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23. LOW ISLES '

General Descriptionll4

405. JJis£fl£X*_Lflfiflkii2n: The lightstation at Low Isles was
established in 1878.

406. Low Isles comprises a group of Barrier Reef sand cay
islets covering 20.23 ha and is 13 km from Port Douglas in North
Queensland. The lighthouse is on the Western Islet of the group.
Access to Low Isles is by charter launch or tourist ferry. Low
Isles is a popular tourist attraction.

407. The .... Light and_ Tower: The light source is a. 120 volt
tungsten lamp with a 500 mm focal radius rotating lens. The power
source' is diesel. The-light was converted to an electric source
in 1963. The lantern is a Chance Bros (8'1 1/2").. The light has a
power of one million candelas.

408. The tower is timber-framed, 18 m high with iron sheet
cladding. The lightstation was established in 1878. The tower is
conical in shape, painted white, with a red dome.

409. £JUiejLJIIUjL£!JJ3&S: There are 3 timber-framed, fibro-clad
quarters each with a corrugated fibro roof, and several utility
buildings including brick powerhouse and bulk fuel installation.

410. Staff: The lightstation is attended by 2 Department of
Transport staff.

,.flf ujunannina

411. For Low Isles the relevant details are:

(a) DOT indicative costs associated with unmanning -
• $0.51 m;

(b) ranking in respect to financial savings - Ho, 32;
and

(c) annual savings - $46 000.

of

(a) Sea-based functions of keepers

412. £pA££3JL_SjA£X£jJ,lan^.e: As for Booby Island.

413. • Search and Rescue: There appears to be no evidence in
the submissions to specifically connect Low Isles with search and
rescue.

414. H£&£tiex Rep..oxUj3g.: The Bureau of . Meteorology
classification for Low Isles is Category A.
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415. This classification means that in terms of the Bureau's
requirement for human observation the lightstation is very
important with no satisfactory alternative, such that closure
would cause a serious diminution of service.II5

(b) Land-based functions of keepers

416. £uiiaxai Eiuoxcjjmejifc: Low . Isles lightstation,
lightkeepers1 cottages and ancillary buildings are listed in the
Register of the National Estate.H6 Only the tower frame
(constructed in 1878) is considered to have any cultural
significance.II7 The Queensland Government's submission, implies
that a manned presence is a deterrent to disrepair and decay of
certain historic lightstations.H8 ..

417. Natural. Environment: Low Isles is a tourist attraction
and falls within the Cairns section • of the Great Barrier Reef
Marine Park Authority. Because of. its tourist appeal and high
quality reef, Low Isles and nearby reefs are assessed by the
Department of Home Affairs and Environment as environmentally
'vulnerable'.119 Apart from its obvious importance as part of
the Great Barrier Reef, there appears to'be no specific evidence
in the submissions of any unique flora or fauna on Low Isles. The
Great Barrier Reef is listed in the Register of the National
Estate. The Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority .assesses
the management value of Low Isles as 'high' and its assessment
implies that a manned presence is required to protect the area
from tourist pressure.l2^

(c) Other

418. Nil.

419. The Department of Transport includes Lowe isles in a
group of 24 lightstations where 'it appears that the financial
benefits from unmanning outweigh - the social and other
unquantifiable benefits1, so that the '....removal of the
departmental manned presence would appear to be most
justified1,121

420. The Department of Home Affairs and Environment
Assessment for likely supervision requirements is for a full-time
residential management presence.I22
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24. PIKE ISLET

421. Jjiafcaiyj LQgafeifln: The lightstation at Pine Islet was
established in 1885. The lightstation is the only remaining
kerosene fuelled lightstation in Australia.

422. Pine Islet lies within the Great Barrier Reef region.
The Islet is in the Mackay region of North Queensland. Access to
the Islet is by launch and helicopter. Major resupply is
undertaken by a Department of Transport Cape class vessel.

423. The Light and Tower: As noted above, Pine Islet light
is the only remaining kerosene lightstation in .Australia, The
.light is a silk mantle illuminated by.a vaporised .kerosene flame.
A lightkeeper is on duty throughout the night to tend the light
pressuring system and clockwork light mechanism which must be
periodically wound.

424. The tower was constructed in 1885 and is iron clad.

425. p,the.,r, B,uj.J,dj,ngs:^ There are 3 timber-framed fibro-clad
cottages built in 1927 and several utility' buildings including a
boat shed and workshop/winch shed/store.

426. SjfcajEJU The lightstation is attended by 3 Department of
Transport lightkeepers.

427. For Pine Islet"the relevant details are:

(a) DOT indicative costs associated with unmanning -
SI.25m;

(b) ranking in respect to financial savings - No. 5;
and

(c) annual savings - $136 000.

(a) Sea-based functions of keepers

Coastal Surveillance: As for Booby Island.

429. Search and Rescue: There appears to be no evidence to
specifically connect Pine Islet with acts of search and rescue.
Pine Islet has a radio transceiver to provide communications as
there is no public telephone link on Pine Islet.
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430. Heathex, Be£pjJuJlS.: The Bureau of Meteorology
classification of Pine Islet is Category C. This classification
means that if the manned presence is removed the loss, in terms
of human observations for the Bureau, could be tolerated, or
acceptable alternatives are available.124

431. Pine Islet lightstation staff make 7 observations per
day throughout the year. Pine Islet is accepted by the World
Meteorological Organisation as a component of the World Weather
Watch Basic Synoptic Network for international exchange.I25

(b) Land-based functions of keepers

432. • Cultural Environment: Pine Islet lightstation,
lightkeepers1 cottages and ancillary buildings are listed in the
"Register of the National Estate.I26 Only the tower, constructed
in 1885, has any cultural significance.I27 The Queensland
Government's submission implies that .a manned presence acts as a
deterrent to disrepair and decay of certain historic
lightstations.I28

433. Natural Environment: Pine Islet is within the
boundaries Great Barrier Reef Region. The Great Barrier Reef is
listed on the Register of .the National Estate and on the World
Heritage Register. The Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority
says that the Islet is remote from current tourist or populated
areas and its value for management purposes is 'low'.I29

434. The Department of Transport includes Pine Islet in a
group of 24 lightstations where Bit appears that the financial
benefits from unmanning outweigh the social • and other
unquantifiable benefits', so that the '....removal of the
departmental manned presence would appear to be most
justified.i3° . .

435. The Department of Home Affairs and Environment
assessment for likely supervision requirements is for an
occasional management presencei3l
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25. SANDY CAPE

436, History, Location: The lightstation at Sandy Cape was
prefabricated in England by Hennet and Spinks, shipped to Fraser
Island and erected on its present site in 1870.

437, The Sandy Cape light is located at the northern end of
Fraser Island which lies off the Queensland coast, adjacent to
the Bundaberg/Maryborough region,

438, Sandy Cape marks the entrance to Hervey Bay which is a
high .density boating and fishing area. Fraser Island is part of
the National Estate and the island.is a National Park. The island
is a popular tourist attraction. The lightstation reserve is 259
ha in size. Access to Sandy Cape is by island ferry or light
aircraft. Four-wheel drive vehicles are used on the island.

•439. The Light and Tower: The light source is a 120 volt
lamp with a Chance Bros 250 mm focal radius rotating lens. The
lantern is a Chance Bros 1st Order. The original light source was
provided by a kerosene light.

The tower was constructed in . 1870 from cast iron
segments set on a concrete base. The tower is 26 in high. The
prefabricated components in the tower were imported from the UK.
The tower is conical in shape and is painted white with a red
dome.

441. Djth^r__juul di&&g: There are 2 keepers' residences
constructed of timber frame, fibro-clad with a corrugated fibro
roof. In addition, there is a power house, a workshop/storehouse
and a garage (formerly a stable).

442. ' .Staff.: The lightstation is attended by 2 Department of
Transport lightkeepers.

Cost Savings of ••Unmanning

443. For Sandy Cape the relevant details are;

(a) DOT indicative costs associated with unmanning -
$0.49m;

(b) ranking in respect to financial savings - No. 35;
and .

(c) annual savings - $40 000.
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(a) Sea-based functions of keepers

444. Coastal Sugy.e.3.H.̂ .ng.e: As for Booby Island.

445. Sear,ch_-,and_,Re.s..cue: The Queensland Small Craft Council's
comments are the same as for Booby Island.

446. The Mackay Sea Rescue Squad in its submission lists
Sandy Cape (as Fraser Island) , in a group of four lightstations
which the Rescue Squad considers should continue to be manned.

447. The Rescue Squad says '.... our concern is the loss of
on-the-spot weather reports, and more importantly, the contact
with these stations for rescue work .. . ' I 3 3 The Australian
Lighthouse Association (ALA) stated that the Air Sea Rescue
Association of Queensland has xegistered strong concern with the
ALA over the proposed demanning of Sandy Cape. The Air Sea Rescue
Association's concern, stems from its view of Sandy Cape
lightstation as an integral part of the safety network along the
coast.134 •

448. W.eafche.£,_.,Re.pp£lfc3,ng: The Bureau of Meteorology classifies
Sandy Cape lightstation as Category.B. This classification means
that the removal of a manned presence from Sandy Cape would cause
a significant diminution in service in terms of the loss of human
observations for the Bureau.I35

449. The Bureau does not classify Sandy Cape as a 'key
station'.I36 The keepers handle an estimated 300 radio and
telephone calls per annum for local weather reports,!37 rpne &L&
advised the Committee that the Queensland Commercial Fishermen's
Organisation rely .upon Sandy Cape lightstation for 'state of the
sea' and local weather information.I38

(b) Land-based functions of keepers

450. • Cultural. Environment: Sandy Cape (as Fraser Island)' is
listed in the Register of the National Estate.I39 The island is a
National Park. Only the tower at Sandy Cape, constructed in 1869
from components imported from the UK, is considered to be of
cultural significance.-5-40 The listing in the Register of the
National Estate includes the lightstation, lightkeepers' cottages
and ancillary buildings, i.e. as a lightstation group. The Fraser
Island Defence Organisation (FIDO) in its submission, pointed out
that the site of the Sandy Cape lightstation is of great
historical significance in that Captain Cook' visited there in
1770.141 The Queensland Government's submission . implies that
manned .presence is a deterrent to disrepair and decay at certain
historic lightstations.i42 •

451. N̂ fcural...,Eny.i.rgnme.n,t: The environmental significance of
Fraser Island is based on its renown as a National Park. Fraser
Island is listed in the Register of the National Estate. The
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Australian Conservation Foundation identifies the lightstation
with the National Park. The Foundation rates Sandy Cape at No. 3
out of 12 in a list of stations (in decreasing importance) where
environmental factors should be considered in any assessment for
unmanning 143

(c) Other

452. Nil.

Reasons for_Unmanning/Continued Manning

453. The Department of Transport includes Sandy Cape
lightstation in a group of 17 lightstations where the 'social and
other unquantifiable benefits appear to be significant' so that
there appears to be '....a good case for the retention of an
authoritative manned presence'.I44 The total rationale for the
continued manning of stations such as .Sandy Cape is that the
operations are low cost, the stations are of heritage interest,
are popular with tourists and are accessible to the public.

454. The Department of. Home Affairs and Environment's
assessment of likely supervision requirements are the same as for
Booby Island i.e. a full-time residential management presence,145

455. The Australian Lighthouse Association submitted that
because of its social and community importance, Sandy Cape
lightstation should be "totally removed from any demanning
list...".I46
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SOUTH AUSTRALIA

(Manned Lightstations)

26. Althorpe Island

27. Cape Borda

28. Cape Willoughby

29. South Neptune Island
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26. ALTHORPE ISLAND

456. Hig±££X* l&catian: Althorpe Island lightstation was
established in 1879. Two small white crosses on the island mark
the graves of mariners drowned in the wrecks of the 'S.S.
Pareora" (1919) and the cutter 'Rapid' (1936).

457. Althorpe Island is located off the south west of Yorke
Peninsula in South. Australia. The island adjoins the Althorpe
Islands Conservation Park. The lightstation reserve is 91.5 ha
in size. Access to Althorpe Island is by ship or light aircraft.

458. The Light and Tower: The light source is a 120 volt
tungsten halogen lamp with a Chance .Bros 920 mm focal radius
rotating lens. The lantern is a Chance Bros (12' dia). The front
leadlight is a 120 volt tungsten halogen lamp with a Chance Bros
250 mm focal radius drum lens segment. The lantern for the front
leadlight is a Butler and Co (5'8") lantern.

459. The tower was constructed in 1879 of limestone. It is
13 m high with slate stairs and landing. The tower is circular
and is painted white.

460. £iUaeĵ __Bjai2dliig.£: There are three keepers' quarters
built of limestone in 1880. A timber jetty was built prior to
the construction of the lightstation. The jetty is used in
conjunction with an aerial haulageway for annual resupply from a
Department of Transport Cape class vessel.

461. j£ia£f_: The lightstation is attended by 2 Department of
Transport lightkeepers.

of

462. The Department of Transport has supplied .indicative
costs associated with manned lightstations. This information
which covers Althorpe Island is at Attachment I of this
appendix. Transport has calculated the indicative benefits of
unmanning Althorpe Island at $1.12 m. This gives Althorpe Island
No. 8 ranking in respect of financial savings which would accrue
from unmanning. This figure represents the net present value of
the difference in costs .over the next 20 years between manned
and unmanned operations discounted at 10%.2

463. At the request of the Committee, the Department of
Transport provided additional information on the indicative
annual net savings achievable from unmanning for each of the 41
manned lightstations.
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464. The indicative annual saving following unmanning of
Althorpe Island is calculated at $92 000.

Manning

(a) Sea-based functions of keepers

465. QsS3XsX~MasS3lXl&n£S.: The submission from the South
Australian Government advises that the four manned lightstations
in South Australia provide the State Department of Fisheries
with information on the positioning of foreign fishing vessels.
This information assists the Department in monitoring ship
movements and fish stocks.3

466. Search _and. Rescue: The submission from the South
Australian Government makes the general comment that with
improved marine navigational technology ' ... the likelihood of
lightstation keepers taking part in the rescue of persons is
extremely remote1 (an exception to this general statement is the
Cape Borda lightstation).4

467. A submission from the City of Port Lincoln advises
that the staff at Althorpe Island lightstation ' ... has only
recently been of assistance in a sea rescue1.5

468. Weather.,, Reporting: Althorpe Island lightstation does
not provide any observations for the Bureau of Meteorology. The
lightstation does, however, provide local weather reports and
sea strata data for the South Australian Department of
Fisheries.6

(b) Land-based functions of keepers

469. Cultural Environment: Althorpe Island lightstation and
lightkeepers' cottages are listed in the. Register of the
National Estate.7 The lightstation group is also listed in the
South Australian Register of State Heritage items.8 The South
Australian Government submission states that ' ... demanning of
lightstations has been a significant factor in accelerating acts
of vandalism and natural decay, with the subsequent escalation
of maintenance costs1.9

470. Natural Environment; Althorpe Island lightstation is
within the Althorpe Islands Conservation Reserve. The Reserve is
a major breeding colony of the short-tailed shearwater and at
least .7 other breeding bird species, . The Reserve is also
inhabited by penguins. The Department of .Home Affairs and
Environment assesses the. area as environmentally vulnerable and
considers that the danger of feral pests is a factor to take
into consideration.10

(c) Other

471. Nil.
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472. The Department of Transport includes Althorpe Island
in a group of 24 lightstations where ' it appears that the
financial benefits from unmanning outweigh the social and other
unquantifiable benefits', so that the '....removal of the
departmental manned presence would appear to be most
justified' .H

473. The general thrust of the submission from the City of
Port Lincoln is to oppose demanning but the City states ' ... it
is conceded by the Council that Althorpe Island lighthouse.has
debatable value as a manned station'.I2 The City was making a
comparison between Althorpe Island lightstation and the station
on South Neptune Island. The latter station is considered by the
City to play a significant role in search and rescue.

474. The Department of Home Affairs and Environment says
that if the station is unmanned the likely supervision
requirements -of the portfolio would be a full-time residential
management presence at Althorpe Island.I3
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27. CAPE BORDA

.14

475. Hifiifix̂ t—ifiJSSiifin* Cape Borda lighthouse was built by
the Trinity Board (London) . It was first exhibited on 5 July
1858. The lighthouse is one of the few square masonry towers in
Australia. In 1859 a cable haulageway was laid up the cliff near
the lightstation. Stores were hauled up by a horse capstan.

Cape Borda lightstation is at the . western end of
Kangaroo Island in South Australia, The lightstation. reserve is
202 ha in size. Access to Cape Borda lightstation is by road on
Kangaroo Island. The station has high tourist. appeal and is
visited by 3 000 persons annually.

477. The Light, and Tower: The light source is a 120 volt
tungsten halogen lamp with a Chance . Bros 250 mm focal radius
rotating lens. The lantern is a Deville and Co (101). The power
source is mains electricity with a stand-by diesel generator.
.The tower is a square structure o£ random rubble with limestone
and weak lime mortar. The tower is painted white and is 10 m
high.

478. Qther Buildings: There are three keepers' cottages;
one of stone built in 1890, another of stone built in 1915 and a
timber relieving quarters built in 1971.

479. £ia£f.i The lightstation is attended by 2 Department of
Transport iightkeepers.

480. For Cape Borda the relevant details are:

(a) DOT indicative benefits of unmanning
$0.57 m; •

(b) ranking in respect of financial savings
No. 28; and

(c) annual.savings - $61 000.

(a) Sea-based functions of keepers

481. • Coastal Surveillance: As for Althorpe Island.

482. Search and Rescue: The South Australian Government's
submission states that while s....the .likelihood of lightstation
keepers taking part in the rescue of persons ....is extremely
remote' it is desirable to maintain a manned presence at Cape
Borda because of the hazardous nature ' of the coastline in the
Investigator Strait region.i5
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483. Hfitufchjej: _Bggfix£ins: The Bureau of Meteorology
classifies Cape Borda lightstation, in Category A. This
classification means that in terms of the service provided by
human observation for the Bureau, Cape Borda is a very important
station with no satisfactory alternative if unmanning were to
occur.I 6

484. Cape Borda lightstation is a 'key' station in The
Bureau of Meteorology's network. There are seven observations
made per day throughout the year.17-

485. Weather reporting from lightstations is also used for
fire-warning and to assist the fishing industry (see comments
under "Other1, infra).

(b) Land-based functions of keepers

486. £liJLtiÛ Jl_-Jinsl£finmfints' Cape Borda lightstation is
listed on the Register of the National Estate. The lightkeepers'
cottages and other buildings have' been nominated for inclusion
on the Register.I8 The lightstation is also listed in the South
Australian Register of State Heritage items.I9 •

487. £XS&&££±QXL- ,„ ,£CPm Xandalifilli: The South Australian
Government states that demanning of lightstations has been a
significant factor in accelerating acts of vandalism and natural
decay with the subsequent escalation of maintenance costs.20

488. ISEatUXaJ. Eaaixfinmant; Cape Borda is associated with the
.Flinders Chase National Park on Kangaroo Island. The Department
of Home Affairs and Environment notes that there is insufficient
data on the biological significance of Cape . Borda
lightstation.2!

(c) Other

489. ifiiiCifim: A submission from Transcontinental Safaris
Pty Ltd of Kangaroo Island commented on the value of a manned
lightstation at Cape Borda to search and rescue and
environmental protection. The submission also stated that the
'...Cape Borda light is particularly important to the tourist
industry1.22 A similar view on tourism was stated by the
Kangaroo island Tourist Association Inc.23

49.0. Bjj£h__iJû uJslftcnins: The Country Fire Services Board of
South Australia advised in its submission that the lightstations
at Cape Borda, Cape Willoughby and Neptune Island had provided
weather information during the tragic fires of 16 February 1983
which was "...of extreme importance to [the] Service's fire
operations."24 ' ' '

491. Fishing „, industry: A representative from the
Professional Fishermens Association of Tasmania, gave evidence
before a public hearing of the Expenditure Committee to say that
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the Tasmanian fishermen depend on the South Australian
lightstations at Cape Borda and South Neptune Island for weather
reports to assist the fishing industry in Tasmania.25

Be&ssuas-ifljLJlnmajuiins/i^^

491. The Department of Transport includes Cape Borda in a
group of 24 lightstations where 'it appears that the financial
benefits from unmanning outweigh the social and other
unquantifiable benefits', so that the '....removal of the
departmental manned presence would appear to be most
justified',26

492. The Department of Home Affairs and Environment says
that if the station. is unmanned the likely supervision
requirements of the portfolio would be for a part-time
residential management presence at Cape Borda.27
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28. CAPE WILLOUGHBY

Cape Willoughby was the first
lighthouse constructed in South Australia. • The tower was built
in 1852. The original lantern has been re-erected beside the
museum at Kingscote (1975/76). Cape Willoughby was named by
Matthew Flinders in 1802 after a village in his native
Lincolnshire. - - ' •

494. The lightstation is located on. .Kangaroo Island in
South Australia. The lightstation reserve is 17 ha in size.
Access is by road on Kangaroo . Island. The lightstation has
considerable tourist appeal.

495. The. I4gh.t_and., Towex: The light source is a lamp array
with a fibreglass NAL 1 lantern. The pedestal is an RP1 driven
by an electric motor. The power source is mains electricity with
both diesel generator and battery stand-by. The light intensity
is 410 000 candelas and gives a range of 37 km. The character of
the light is of 3 flashes every 30 seconds.

496. The tower is constructed of locally quarried stone and
is 25 m high. The tower is circular1and is painted white.

497. Other,.. Buildings: There are three fibro cottages built
in 1923, and several utility buildings including a garage and
oil store. . . .

For Cape Willoughby the relevant details are:

(a) .DOT indicative benefits of unmanning
$0.55 m;

(b) ranking in respect of financial savings -
No. 30; and

£c) annual savings - $60 000.

£enef,j.j:s....pf „. Cpn.tj.nued jfl.annj.pg . .

(a) Sea-based functions of keepers

499. £fiasJ:al__£j^yeiJJ^ui£e.: As for Althorpe Island.

500. Search. and_ Rescue: See paragraph 466 above.
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501. Kssibej: B̂&gPXfcilig: Bureau of Meteorology
classification: Category A. This classification means that in
terms .of the service provided by human observation for the
Bureau, Cape Willoughby is a very important station with no
satisfactory alternative if unmanning were to occur.29

502. Cape Willoughby also performs the same function as
Cape Borda.in assistance to the local fire services in respect
of bushfire warnings (see comments for Cape Borda). Local
weather reports from • Cape Willoughby also assist the fishing
industry (see comments under 'Other1, infra). .

(b) Land-based functions of keepers

503. CjuJĴ r̂ O_-£nyj,£jaBBiejxfc: Cape Willoughby .lightstation is
listed in the Register of the National Estate. The lightkeepers1

cottages have been nominated for inclusion in the Register.30

The lightstation is also listed in the South Australian Register
of State Heritage items.3! ;

504. The . South Australian Government's submission states
that •demanning of lightstations has been a significant factor
in accelerating acts of vandalism and natural decay, with the
subsequent escalation of maintenance costs8.32

505. 3̂iĴ X̂ _̂ yl£LSjajafeni: As for Cape Borda.

(c) Other

506. Fire Warnings: As for Cape Borda.

507. Pishing,,, ...Industry: The lightstation provides local
weather reports and sea strata data for the. South Australian
Department of Fisheries.33 •

508. ffpyrism: Same comments, made by the Kangaroo Island
Tourist Association Inc., as for Cape Borda.

509. The Department of Transport includes Cape Willoughby
in a group of 24 lightstations where 'it appears that the
financial benefits from unmanning outweigh the social and other
unquantifiable benefits', so that the '....removal of the
departmental manned presence would appear to be most
justified'.34 . . .

510. The Department of Home Affairs and Environment's
assessment for a manned .presence at Cape Willoughby is for a
part-time residential management presence.3'5 . • •
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29. SOUTH NEPTUNE ISLAND

511. Iii£iflĴ j_-JipjaaJtifin: The lightstation tower ' at South
Neptune Island originally stood at Port Adelaide. It was built
about 1866. In 1901 it was relocated to South Neptune Island.

512. South Neptune Island lies at the mouth of Spencer Gulf
in South Australia. The lightstation reserve comprises the whole
island which is 80.9 ha is size. Access to South Neptune Island
is by light aircraft or ship. The lightstation is not readily
accessible to the general public.

513. T.he_ Lj.gh.fc,.. and..,, Tower: The light source is a 120 volt
tungsten halogen lamp with a Chance Bros 700 mm focal radius
rotating lens. The lantern is a Chance Bros (10? 1 1/2" dia) .
The power source is diesel generator.

514. The tower is wrought-iron lattice with a central tube.
There is a service room at the base. The tower is hexagonal,
15 m. high and is painted red.

515. Pfcher,„.Buildings: The keepers' quarters are constructed
of granite with a fibro slate roof which was re-covered with
galvanised iron in 1923. The buildings were constructed in 1901.

516. Sj&f£: The lightstation is attended by 2 Department of
transport lightkeepers.

517. • For South Neptune.Island the.relevant details are;

(a) DOT indicative benefits of unmanning
$1.06 m;

(b) ranking in respect of financial savings -
No. 10; and

(c) annual savings - $91 000.

(a) Sea-based functions of keepers

518. £Ga^&jO-£UIYSillajac£s As for Althorpe Island.

519, Search and Rescue: The Council -of the City of Port
Lincoln submitted, to the Committee, copies of several of its
letters to the Minister for Transport concerning the importance
of a manned presence on .South Neptune Island for assistance in
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local search and rescue.The Council points out that the manning
of South Neptune Island lighstation has been instrumental in the
saving of lives on more than one occasion.3? The Australian
Lighthouse Association makes a similar statement and cites the
examples of lives saved from the 'Roma Star' in 1975 and the
'Yandra' in 1959,38 Port Lincoln is a major fishing port in
South Australia.

520. Weather _Reporting; The Bureau of Meteorology
classifies South Neptune Island lightstation as Category B.
This classification means that in terms of the service provided
by human observation for the Bureau, unmanning would cause a
significant diminution in service.39

521. The station is accepted by the World Meteorological
Organization as a component of the World Weather Watch Basic
Synoptic Network for international exchange.40

522. In evidence before a public hearing of the Committee
the representative of the Bureau of Meteorology informed the
Committee that, the Bureau . has an automatic weather-station in
reserve to place on South Neptune Island if unmanning occurs.41

523. The lightstation also provides a similar level of
assistance to the local fishing industry, as well as the
Tasmanian fishing industry, i.e. in terms of weather reporting
and advice on sea conditions.42

£b) Land-based functions of keepers

524. Cultural Envi ronment: The lightstation, lightkeepers1

cottages and ancillary buildings are listed in the Register of
the National Estate.4'3 The lightstation is also listed in the
South Australian Register of State Heritage items.44 The Council
of the City of Port Lincoln has requested the Minister for
Transport to consider the city's "claim" on the tower if the
lightstation is to be demanned. The Council wishes to re-locate
'the tower to a suitable site at Port Lincoln.45

525. The South Australian Government's submission states
that demanning of lightstations has been a significant factor in
accelerating acts of vandalism and natural decay, with the
subsequent escalation of maintenance costs.46

526. Na.fcur,a.l,,_, ,E)flyj.ronm.en.fc: South Neptune Island is part of
the Neptune Island State Conservation Park' which is listed on
the Register of the National Estate.47 ^he island contains
abundant mutton bird rookeries, fairy penguins,. crested terns,
rock parrots, sooty oyster-catchers, Pacific and silver gulls,
Cape Barron geese and white-breasted sea eagles. The island is
also inhabited by fur seals and sea lions. The natural
environment of the island is assessed by the Department of Home
Affairs and Environment as "vulnerable".*8
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(c) Other

527. Comments on bushfire warnings and weather reports for
the fishing industry are the same as for paragraphs 490 and 491,
above.

528. The Department of Transport includes South Neptune
Island as one of the 24 lightstations where 'it appears that the
financial benefits from unmanning outweigh the social and other
unquantifiable benefits1, so that 'the removal of the
departmental manned presence would appear . to be most
justified-.49 •

529. The Department • of Home Affairs and Environment
portfolio assessment for a manned presence on South Neptune
Island is for full-time residential management presence.50'
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WESTERN AUSTRALIA

(Manned Lightstations)

30. . Cape Leeuwin

31. Cape Leveque

32. Cape Naturaliste

33. Moore Point

34. Rottnest Island
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30. CAPE LEEUWIN

530. History,, ko.cafcj.pn: The establishment of a lightstation
at Cape Leeuwin was first proposed by the Colonial Secretary's
office in April 1881. A site was selected and approval for the
construction of the lightstation was granted by the West
Australian Parliament. The Foundation Stone was laid by
Sir John Forrest in December 1895.

531. Cape Leeuwin lightstation is a mainland station
located on the extremity of the Cape, which is 9.6 km from
Augusta in Western Australia. Cape Leeuwin ('the lioness1) was
named by Flinders in 1801 after the 'Leeuwin1 , a vessel which
had sailed in the vicinity in 1622. Access to Cape Leeuwin
lightstation is by road. The lightstation1 has high tourist
appeal and conducted tours of the lightstation tower are carried
out two days a week. Up. to 400 visitors per day are given
conducted tours in the peak tourist period.

532. The lightstation reserve is 15.5 ha in size.

533. The.-Light, and Tower: The present light is a . recent
conversion to electric"tungsten halogen lamps with rotation by a
Department of Transport designed RP1 electric drive unit. The
lens is. the original, being a Chance Bros 920 mm focal radius
lens. The light is.now classified as an automated light.

534. The light replaced was a vaporised kerosene apparatus
with the same Chance Bros 920 mm focal radius rotating lens. The
original rotating pedestal has been retained. ,

535. The tower was .constructed in 1896 of locally quarried
stone (volitic ironstone rock). It is 35 m high, painted
mushroom grey, and is circular. The tower foundations extend to a
depth of 7 m and the walls at the base are over 2 m thick,

536. Other Buildings: The three original .keepers' cottages,
built of stone in 1896, are in good condition and occupied. The
original verandahs have been enclosed.

537. £fc3££: The lightstation is attended by three
Department of Transport lightkeepers.

538. The Department of Transport has supplied indicative
costs associated with manned lightstations. • This information,
Which covers Cape Leeuwin, is at Attachment.! of this appendix.
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Transport has calculated the indicative benefits of unmanning
Cape Leeuwin at $1,00 m. This gives Cape Leeuwin No. 13 ranking
in respect of financial savings which would accrue from
unmanning. This figure represents the net present value of the
difference in costs over the next 20 years between manned and
unmanned operations discounted at 10%. 2

539. At . the request of the Committee, the Department of
Transport provided additional information on the indicative
annual net savings achievable from unmanning for each of the 41
lightstations.

540. The indicative annual saving following unmanning of
Cape Leeuwin is calculated at $100 000.

Benef j.fcs..,pf _ fcpn.fcjnu.ecl,.. Manning

(a) Sea-based functions of keepers

541. Cpasfcaj... Surveillance: There appears to be no evidence
in the submissions on a coastal surveillance function performed
by lightkeepers at Cape Leeuwin.

542. Search,,,-and.,,,Rescue: As for Coastal Surveillance.

543. Heather. .J3&£pxfc±a3.: . The Bureau of Meteorology
classifies Cape Leeuwin lightstation as Category A. This
classification means that in terms of the service provided by
human observation for the Bureau, Cape Leeuwin is a very
important station with no satisfactory alternative if unmanning
were to occur.4 .

544. Cape Leeuwin lightstation is a 'key' station in the
Bureau of Meteorology's network. There are seven observations
made per day throughout the year5.

545. The station is accepted by the World Meteorological
Organisation as a component of the .World Weather Watch Basic
Synoptic Network for international exchange.6

(b) Land-based functions of keepers

546. Cultural,., Environment: Cape Leeuwin lightstation is not
listed in the Register of the National Estate.7 The tower,
associated buildings and a nearby ' waterwheel which once served
the lightstation have been classified by the National Trust
(WA).8

547. Ha&nral Ejsyixpĵ iejxt: The lightstation is associated
with the Leeuwin Naturaliste Ridge but the Department of Home
Affairs and Environment notes that there is insufficient data on
the biological significance of the lightstation reserve and
surrounds."
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(c) Other

548. Tp.urjsm: As noted above, the Cape Leeuwin lightstation
is readily accessible to the public and has a high . tourist
appeal.

549. The Department of Transport includes Cape Leeuwin in a
group of 17 lightstations where the 'social and other
unquantifiable benefits appear to be significant1 so that there
appears to be "... a good case for the retention of an
authoritative manned presence'.10 The total rationale for the
continued manning of stations such as Cape Leeuwin is that the
operations are low cost, the stations are of heritage interest,
are popular with tourists and are accessible to the public.H

550. The Department of Home Affairs and Environment says
that if the station is unmanned the likely supervision
requirements of the portfolio would be for a part-time
non-residential management presence for Cape Leeuwin.I2

551. The Western Australian Government has provided the
Committee with its comments on unmanning. The comments are:
'The Western Australian Government considers that the unmanning
of the remaining lighthouses in this State could be achieved
without major disadvantages.'13
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31. CAPE LEVEQUE

G,enex,a,l.. p.esc,r jpfcipnl4

552. ftistory, Location: Cape Leveque is a mainland
lightstation and was established in 1911. It is assessed as "not
old1 compared to some other manned lightstations in Western
Australia. The lightstation is in a remote area, being 288 km
from Broome. Access to Cape Leveque lightstation is by light
aircraft or by road (with difficulty). The lightstation reserve
is 83.5 ha in size. Annual resupply of the station is undertaken
by Department of Transport Cape class vessel.

553. The Light and Tower: The light source is a 120 volt
tungsten halogen lamp with a 375 mm focal radius rotating lens.
The lantern is a Chance Bros (81 9 3/4" .dia). The power source
is a diesel generator.

554. - The toweE is cast iron constructed in 1911. It is
13.3 m high and is painted white.

555. Other Buildings: There are two keepers' houses, built
in 1968, of fibro construction.

556. ££fl££i The lightstation is attended by two Department
of Transport lightkeepers.

C,Pff k, Sayings... ,pf... Unmanning

557. For Cape Leveque the relevant details are:

(a) DOT indicative benefits of unmanning

(b) ranking in respect of financial savings -
No. 2; and

(c) annual savings - $116 000.15

B,,enef i.ts. pf _ Cpn.fcj.n'u.egL

(a) Sea-based functions of keepers

558. £sms£3±~£U£X3±ll£Il££: As for Cape Leeuwin.

559. Search, and_ R.escpe: As for Cape Leeuwin.

560. Weather ..Reporting: The Bureau of Meteorology
classified Cape Leveque as Category B. This classification means
that if the manned presence was removed, the loss of human
observation would cause a significant diminution in the weather
reporting service for the area.I6 Lightstation staff also
provide assistance in the form of weather and state of the sea
reports to the local fishing industry.17
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(b) Land-based functions of keepers

561. CjUiJax̂ _EjTv_ixfiniDeiife: Cape Leveque lightstation is not
listed in the Register of The National Estate.I8 The fact that
it is cast iron and in original form (1911) complete with
original light apparatus is worthy of note. The ' associated
buildings of fibro construction have no significance,I9

562. ISatliX&l Ejjyjĵ njBsnJ;: The Department of Home Affairs
and Environment notes that there is insufficient data on the
biological significance of the lightstation reserve and
surrounds.20

(c) Other

563 . ' Assistance t£ ^QXJL-^J&3tsXaiA^iQm The Australian
Lighthouse Association, in giving evidence at a public hearing,
informed the Committee that Cape Leveque was used in 1974 as a
staging depot for drillers en route to oil platforms off the
north-west coast of western Australia.21

564. Fishing _ Industry: The Australian Lighthouse
Association, at the same public hearing, also pointed out the
assistance (weather and sea reports) given by lightstation staff
to the local fishing industry.-"

565. The Department of Transport includes Cape Leveque as
one of the 24 lightstations where 'it appears that the financial
benefits from unmanning outweigh the social and other
unquantifiable benefits1, so that 'the removal of the
departmental manned presence would appear to be most
justified1.23

566. In evidence before a public hearing of the Committee,
the departmental representatives pointed out that the remoteness
of Cape Leveque contributes to higher costs in the form of
additional salary allowances for the keepers and the expense of
servicing/supply to the station.24

567. The Department of Home Affairs and Environment advised
that there is insufficient information on Cape Leveque for it to
make an assessment of its portfolio supervision requirements if
demanning were to occur.2^

568. The comments from the Western Australian Government on
unmanning is that unmanning could be achieved without major
disadvantages.26
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32. CAPE NATURALISTE

general., Peser J-P.ti.pn27

569. Historyf „ Location: The lightstation at Cape
Naturaliste was erected in 1903. The Foundation Stone was laid
by the Hon. Walter James, K.C.,1 M.L.A., Premier of Western
Australia, and Mr C.S.R. Palmer, the Engineer-in-Chief.

570. The lightstation is located at Cape Naturaliste and is
a mainland1station on the south-west coast of Western.Australia.
It is positioned on a 100 m high bluff overlooking Geographe
Bay. Access to the station is by road. The lightstation reserve
is 8 ha in size. There is considerable tourist interest in the
station.

571. The Light and Tower: The light source is a 120 volt
tungsten halogen lamp with a Chance Bros 920 mm focal radius
rotating lens. The lantern is a Chance Bros (14* dia). The power
source is mains electricity with a diesel generator as stand-by.

572. The tower was constructed in 1903 from locally
quarried limestone. The circular tower is 20 m high and is
painted with a special acrylic to match the original stone.

573. Pfcher., B.UiJ.dj.pgs: There are three keepers' quarters of
stone construction built in 1904.

57 4. ££&££: The lightstation is attended by one Department
of Transport lightkeeper.

Cost Savings of Unmanning

575, (Same method of financial analysis as used for Cape
Leeuwin.) For Cape Naturaliste the relevant details are:

(a) DOT indicative benefits of unmanning
$0.47m;

(b) ranking in respect of financial savings -
No. 37; and

(b) annual savings - $41 600. 2 8

(a) Sea-based functions of keeper

576. .Cpasfraj...S,u.r yejj.lange: As for Cape Leeuwin.

577. Search.. an,d._ Rescue: There appears to be no evidence of
a specific search and rescue function performed by staff at Cape
Naturaliste lightstation.
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578. Weather ..,,R,ep.px.t:j.ngi Bureau of Meteorology
classification as Category B. This classification means that if
unmanning were to occur, the loss of human observation would
cause a significant diminution in the weather reporting service
for the area.29

(b) Land-based functions of keeper

579. l̂ iiJauaĴ _£nsiXfiIUBeD±s Cape Naturaliste lightstation is
not listed in the Register of The National Estate.30

580. Natural Environment: Cape Naturaliste is associated
with the Leeuwin Naturaliste Ridge. The Department of Home
Affairs and Environment says there is insufficient data on
biological significance of the area.3!

(c) Other

581. Nil.

582, The Department of Transport includes Cape Naturaliste
in a group of 17 lightstations where the 'social and other
unquantifiable benefits appear to be significant' so that there
appears to be '....a good case for the retention of an
authoritative manned presence'.32 The total rationale for the
continued manning of stations such as Cape Naturaliste is that
the operations are low cost, the stations are of heritage
interest, are popular with tourists and are accessible to the
public.33

583, The Department of Home Affairs' assessment and
comments on a manned presence for Cape Naturaliste are the same
as for Cape Leeuwin, i.e. part-time non-residential management
presence would be required if unmanning were to occur.34

5 84. The comment from the Western Australian Government on
unmanning is that unmanning could be achieved without major
disadvantages.35
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33. MOORE POINT

3 6

585. fii£t£J3j____IiGG&fciflil: The foundations for the
lightstation were laid in August 1877, but on the wrong
orientation. The tower was eventually constructed in 1878. Moore
Point tower is the oldest light tower on the west coast of
Australia.

586. Moore Point lightstation is located in Geraldton
(Western Australia). The lightstation reserve is 1.5 ha in size.
Access to the lightstation is by road. The station is readily
accessible to the general public.

587. TJae,, Light .apflLJEfittfiX * The light source is a 120 volt
tungsten halogen lamp with a Chance Bros 700 mm focal radius
rotating lens. The lantern is a Chance Bros (10 * 2 5/8") . The
power source is mains electricity with a diesel generator as
stand-by.

588. The tower was constructed in 1878 and is a bolted
segmented cast-iron structure. The tower is circular, painted in
red and white bands. It is 35.7 m high. The tower contains an
iron spiral staircase.

589. Other Buildings: There is a keeper's house constructed
in about 1926 of asbestos cement.

590. £LfcaiL£: The lightstation is attended by one Department
of Transport lightkeeper.

591, For Moore Point the relevant details are:

(a) DOT indicative benefits of unmanning
$0.26m.

(b) ranking in respect of financial savings
No. 41; and

(c) annual savings - $20 200.37

pf

(a) Sea-based functions of keeper

592. i^^j^al.^iij^BLiilflncfi: As for Cape Leeuwin.

593. Search and Rescue: There appears to be no evidence in
the submissions to specifically connect Moore Point with search
and rescue.
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594. Weather,.,., Reppr.tj.ng: Moore Point lightstation does not
provide weather reports to the Bureau of Meteorology.

(b) Land-based functions of keeper

595. fiul±JU3Jw£lUilJtfUNnsilfc: Moore Point lightstation is not
listed in The Register of The National Estate.38 Moore Point
tower is the oldest light tower in Western Australia.39

596. . Natural... Environment: The Department of Home Affairs
and Environment advises that there is insufficient information
on the biological significance of Moore Point.40

(c) Other

597. Nil.

598. The Department of Transport includes Moore Point as
one of the 24 lightstations where 'it appears that the financial
benefits from unmanning outweigh the social and other
unquantifiable benefits•, so that ' the removal of the
departmental manned presence would appear to be most
justified1.41

599. The Department of Home Affairs and Environment
assessment for a management presence is for a part-time
non-residential management presence.42

600. The comment from the Western Australian Government on
unmanning is that unmanning could be achieved without major
disadvantages.43
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34. ROTTNEST ISLAND

General Description44

601. m&koj^j kPjQaiisn: The foundations for the first
lightstation were established on Rottnest Island in 1842;
however, the light was not exhibited until 1 June 1851. A new
site was surveyed in 1891« On April 25, 1895 a foundation stone
was laid by Sir John Forrest. The 'new' light was first
exhibited on 17 March 1896. The old tower was partially
demolished. In 1936 the original keeper's quarters were
demolished. Replacement quarters had previously been constructed
in 1928.

602. Rottnest Island lies 18 km from the mainland near
Perth in Western Australia. The island is a holiday and tourist
area. The lightstation reserve is 0.91 ha in size. Access to
Rottnest Island is by ferry. Access to the lightstation is by
cycle or by foot.

603. The.,,Light,, and_ Tpwer: The light source is a 120 volt
lamp with a Chance Bros 920 mm focal radius rotating lens. The
lantern is a Chance Bros (12') . The power source is mains
electricity with diesel stand-by,

604. The tower was completed in 1896 and is constructed of
limestone blocks. The tower is 38,7 m high and is circular
(unpainted),

605. Other,,., Buildings: There is a stone keeper's quarters
built in 1928. Only the foundations of the original two quarters
(1897) remain.

606. Sfcaff: The lightstation is attended by one Department
of Transport lightkeeper.

607.
are:

For Rottnest Island lightstation the relevant details

(a)

£b)

(c)

DOT indicative benefits of unmanning
$0.41m;
ranking in respect of financial savings
No. 39; and
annual savings - 539 000.45

(a) Sea-based functions of keeper

608. £safi±aj. SM£^eUJjtn££: In evidence before a public
hearing of the Expenditure Committee, Mr J.M. Snow, M.P. advised
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that the lightkeepers at selected stations '...are often
specifically requested to stay up all night ... to maintain
constant vigil (for illegal boating activity)'. Mr Snow
specifically referred to certain stations which included
Rottnest Island.46

609. jS_eaxcJa_aud_Ii£s.c.,u.g: There appears to be no evidence of
specific involvement of the lightstation staff at Rottnest
Island in search and resue.

610. Weather. Reporting: The Bureau of Meteorology
classifies Rottnest Island lightstation as Category C. This
classification means .that in terms of the removal of the
lightkeeper '...the loss could be tolerated or acceptable
alternatives are available'.47

611. Rottnest Island lightstation is not classified by the
Bureau of Meteorology as a 'key' station.48

(b) Land-based functions of keeper

612. .Cultural.,,Enyi.r.p.nmen.t: The Rottnest Island lightstation
is not listed in the Register of The National Estate.4^

613. The old light tower (now tartly demolished) was
constructed by native prisoners in 1842.^0

614. Natural Environment: The Department of Home Affairs
and Environment assesses the natural environment of Rottnest
Island as 'vulnerable'. The island contains quokkas, stingrays
and lobsters. There is a research station on the island.5!

(c) Other

615. Rp].e _,,,p£ „ X4ght.keep.ers: The present headkeeper of
Rottnest Island (Mr Ian White) provided a summary of the role of
lightkeepers.52 The headkeeper did not confine his comments to
Rottnest Island station and for that reason his comments on
activities such as surveillance, search ' and rescue and
environmental protection were not cited in the preceding
paragraphs.

££Jtsjpi)£_icjLJIniaaiu^

616. The Department of Transport includes Rottnest Island
in a group of 17 lightstations where the ' social and other
unquantifiable benefits appear to be significant' so that there
appears to be '....a good case for the retention of an
authoritative manned presence1.53 The total rationale for the
continued manning of stations such as Rottnest Island is that
the operations are low cost, the stations are of heritage
interest, are popular with tourists and are accessible to the
public.54
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617. The Department of Home Affairs and Environment says
that if the station is unmanned the likely supervision
requirements of the portfolio would be a full-time residential
management presence at Rottnest Island.55

618. The comment from the Western Australian Government on
unmanning is that unmanning could be achieved without major
disadvantages.56
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35, CAPE BRUNY

619. History, Lp.catipn: Btuny Island is situated at the
southern entrance to the D'Entrecasteaux Channel which leads to
the Derwent estuary. Established 1838, the Cape Bruny lighthouse
is the oldest existing tower under Commonwealth control. The
tower was built by convict labour and in 1903 a cast-iron
staircase was added.

620. The station is located on the south-western edge of
the cape on South Bruny Island, The lighthouse reserve- is
approximately 75 ha in area and abuts the National Parks and
Wildlife Service Labillardiere State Reserve. Access to the
station is by ferry from the mainland and thence by road.

621. The Light and Tower: The optical apparatus consists of
a second order 700 mm focal radius revolving lens built by
Chance Bros, of Birmingham, England, and driven by an electric
motor. The light source is a 110 volt, 500 watt tungsten halogen
lamp. The apparatus gives a character of Group Flashing 2 every
13 seconds with an intensity of one million candelas resulting
in a nominal visible range of 26 nautical miles. The present
power (direct current) to the station is provided by diesel
generators located in a timber-fibro engine room adjacent to the
tower. A new powerhouse is under construction and new generators
will provide power (alternating current) for the residences and
lighthouse. .

622. The white circular tower is 13 m high and has been
made from masonry rubble.

623. Other Buildings: Accommodation consists of three
keepers' quarters. Other infrastructure includes a double garage
and fuel store.

624. &tg££: The Cape Bruny lightstation is attended by 2
Department of Transport lightkeepers.

625. The Department of Transport has supplied the
indicative costs associated with manned lightstations. This
information which covers Cape Bruny is at Attachment I of this
Appendix. Transport has calculated the indicative financial
benefits of unmanning Cape Bruny at $0,92 m. This gives Cape
Bruny the Mo. 14 ranking in respect of financial benefits that
woula accrue from unmanning. The figure represents the net
present value of the difference in total costs over the next 20
years between manned and unmanned operations discounted at
10% p.a,2
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626. At the request of the Committee, the Department of
Transport provided additional information on the indicative
annual savings achievable from unmanning for each of the 41
lightstations.

627. The indicative annual saving following unmanning of
Cape Bruny is calculated at $66 000.

B^neJi^g_oX_£^nJUiiaed Manning.

(a) Sea-based functions of keepers

628. £Qa&J&L-£]iL2£illail£&i Although there are no specific
references to Cape Bruny in the submissions the surveillance
role of lightkeepers is mentioned in the Tasmanian State
Government submission.3 The table at page 15 of the submission
rates the significance of the coastal surveillance function of
the Cape Bruny lightkeepers as extremely important.4

629. Se,a,rc,h_,,an.d_ Rescue: There are no specific references to
Cape Bruny in the submissions other than the Tasmanian
Government submission which rates the significance of the
preservation of life function as of moderate importance.5

630. Weather Reporting: The Bureau of Meteorology
classifies Cape Bruny as a key weather reporting station, i.e.
one which makes 7 observations a day throughout the year, The
Bureau states that automatic weather stations (AWS) can be
installed to compensate, to a certain extent, for the loss of
observations by lightkeepers. But currently available AWS cannot
make several important measurements or estimations which a human
observer can, e.g. cloud type, amount and height, present
weather, visibility and sea state.6 The Bureau classifies Cape
Bruny as a Category B station - the closure of which would cause
a significant diminution of service.'''

631. The other aspect of weather reporting is the
on-the-spot information given by lightkeepers. The Municipality
of Bruny says that fishermen, abalone divers and yachtsmen make
use of the personnel of the lighthouse to check on weather
conditions in the area and have the added safeguard of knowing
that if they were to get into difficulty the appropriate
authorities could be notified by the lightkeepers.8

(b) Land-based functions of keepers

632. Cjili^x^X-^^iXCjameJXfc: The Department of Transport says
that the tower has recently been nominated for inclusion on the
Register of the National Estate and that both the tower and the
quarters are classified by the National Trust.9
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633. The Tasmanian State Government submission rates the
historic preservation (of the lightstation} as extremely
important. Both this submission and that from the Municipality
of Bruny refer to the problem of vandalism if the station were
unmanned.1°

634. Natural Environment: Examination of the submissions,
and transcripts of evidence does not reveal any specific
references to the significance of the natural environment of
Cape Bruny.

(c) Other

635. The Muncipality of Cape Bruny says the lightstation is
the second oldest in Australia and the oldest manned light in
Australia, and is an attraction that draws many tourists to Bruny
Island. In 1982 about 2 000 people visited the tower and this
tourist business contributed to the prosperity of the area.H

R£3^J3s_^px^iiB!ai!ninj^^

636. The Department of Transport includes Cape Bruny as one
of the 17 lightstations where the 'social and other
unquantifiable benefits appear to be significant' so that there
appears to be 'a good case for the retention of an authoritative
manned presence'.1* The total rationale for the continued manning
of stations such as Cape Bruny is that the operations are low
cost, the stations are of heritage interest, are popular with
tourists and are accessible to the public.13

637. Transport considers that most of the 17 lightstations
could remain manned by the Commonwealth and that if a
Commonwealth presence is to be retained the Department is best
placed to provide the required manning. This is because the
Department has the experience, expertise and organisation to
manage lightstations. For most of the stations where a
Commonwealth presence is retained Transport says it should be
operationally satisfactory for the manning level to be reduced
from 2 to 1 following the automation of the navigational aid.l4

638. The Tasmanian State Government submission makes the
suggestion that even though the Cape Bruny light may well be
converted to automatic operation the station should remain manned
for the purpose of Meteorological observations and a security
against vandalism. This could be arranged following discussions
with the Tasmanian State Government.15

639. The Department of Home Affairs and Environment states
that if the station is unmanned the likely supervision
requirements of the portfolio would be for a full-time
residential management presence at Cape Bruny.i6
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36. CURRIE HARBOUR

640. HifltflXyj^Lflcaiifln: In the 19th century, King Island had
claimed over 800 lives through shipwreck. The lighthouse was
established in 1880.

641. The station is located on the west coast of King Island
in Bass Strait, and is about half a mile from the centre of the
township of Currie, the main town and only port of King Island.
The lighthouse reserve covers over 17 ha and access to the
station is by road.

642. The,,,., Lj.gh.fc and,.,. Tpwer: Optical apparatus consists of a
Chance Bros 250 mm focal radius revolving lens' on a mercury float
pedestal driven by an electric motor. The light source is a
120 volt tungsten halogen lamp. The light is fully automated.
Power for the station is provided by mains electricity and a
diesel generator is kept as stand-by" capacity.

643. The tower is 21.3 m high and is of wrought iron
construction on a steel base.

644. Q£liejL_Jili!ildil!&s-: The old quarters built of rendered
brick are now unused and have been declared surplus to
requirements. The new quarters were built in 1964.

645. &&&£,£: The lightstation is attended by one Department
of Transport lightkeeper.

646. The Department of Transport has supplied the indicative
costs associated with manned lightstations. This information is
at Attachment I of this Appendix.

647. For Currie Harbour the relevant indicative costs are:

(a) costs associated with unmanning $0.48m;
(b) ranking in respect to financial savings - No. 36;

and
(c) annual savings - $46 000. i 8

(a) Sea-based functions of keeper

648. jCflasJtJuL-̂ UÎ fiiXIflnfifi: Examination of the submissions
and transcripts of evidence does not reveal any specific
references to coastal surveillance in respect of Currie Harbour.
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649. fifiai£h_ajMLfi£S£H£: As above.

650. Heather R££P-X£iog.: The Tasmanian State Government
submission rates the need for accurate weather reports as
extremely important.19

(b) Land-based functions of keeper

651. Cultural, Environment: The tower and old quarters have
been classified by the National Trust. These structures are not
listed in the Register of the National Estate.20

652. Natural,.. Enyi.rpnmen.fci As for coastal surveillance.

653. The Department of Transport includes Currie Harbour as
one of the 24 stations where 'it appears that the financial
benefits from unmanning outweigh the social and other
unquantifiable benefits' so that the 'removal of the departmental
manned presence would appear to be most justified1.21

654. The Department of Home Affairs and Environment says
that if the station is unmanned, the likely supervision
requirements of the portfolio would be £or a full-time
residential management presence at Currie Harbour.22 a full-time
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37. DEAL ISLAND

.23

655. Hisifixxe_ltG£a£iflja: Deal Island is the largest island of
the Kent Group of islands, lying midway between the Victorian
coast (at Wilsons Promontory) and Flinders Island. The
construction of the light was undertaken as a joint project by
the Victorian, New South Wales and Tasmanian governments in 1846.

656. The lighthouse reserve comprises the entire island
which is approximately 1600 ha in area. Access to the station for
stores supply and inspection is by helicopter. Major resupply is
by Cape class vessel.

657. The.,, Li,gh,t... and.,. Tpwer: The optical apparatus consists of
a Chance Bros first order 920 mm focal radius revolving lens
mounted on a rotating pedestal. The apparatus gives a character
of group flashing 3 every 20 seconds with an intensity of a
million candelas resulting in a nominal visible range of 26
nautical miles.

658. The first order lens currently in service was installed
in 1892. Since then oil, acetylene and electricity have been used
successively as the source of light illumination. Domestic power
and power for the light is provided by twin diesel alternators
housed in a timber/fibro, powerhouse located adjacent to the
keepers' quarters.

659. The tower, constructed from cement-rendered granite
rubble, is 13 m high. The tower stands at an elevation of 305 m
at the southern tip of the island and is the highest light in
Australia. On clear nights the light may be visible from Wilsons
Promontory, which is 75 km away from Deal. Due to the elevation
of the light, however, it is obscured frequently by low cloud or
mist.

660. .Pfcher... Bujld,ip.gs: These include 4 keepers' quarters one
of which now houses a museum.

661. SjtaJi.: The Deal Island light is attended by 2
Department of Transport lightkeepers.

662. The Department of Transport has supplied the indicative
costs associated with manned lightstations. This information is
at Attachment I of this Appendix.
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663. For Deal Island the relevant indicative costs are:

(a) costs associated with unmanning $1.34m;
(b) ranking in respect to financial savings - No. 4;

and
(c) annual savings - $136 000.

(a) Sea-based functions of keepers

664. £p_ss^X---SjAJa^iliaji£e_: The Tasmanian State Government
submission says that Deal Island is in an ideal position for
coast watching, intrusion of foreign vessels and so forth.25 The
table at page 15 of the submission rates the significance of
coastal surveillance from Deal Island as extremely important.
This view is probably based on the point that Deal commands an
area of about 2 500 sq km in which there is other human presence
other than the lightkeepers. The ALA concludes that as a result
of its position the lightkeeper traditionally performs a number
of services which range from assistance to weather reporting,
emergency supplies and response to coast-watching enquiries.

665. The ALA notes that should an administrative presence be
removed from the Kent group of islands, the area could serve as
an ideal centre for unauthorised intrusions into Australian
waters. It was in this way in the early 19th century that the
Kent group first entered Australian history books.26

666. £gajch _and_,.., Resj£u£: The Tasmanian State Government
submission refers to the preservation of life function of
lightkeepers. The table at page 15 of the submission rates the
significance of the function for Deal Island as extremely
important. The submission also refers to Department of Transport
figures which instance 8 occasions in the 5 year period 1977-81
on which the Deal Island lightkeepers assisted in marine
emergencies.27 ^h e &LA. adds that in these instances lives have
been saved and cases of severe injury handled, and ships and
property in serious peril have been safeguarded.2°

667. Weather Reporting: Deal Island is not rated as a key
weather reporting station by the Bureau of Meteorology but the
station does make meteorological observations for the Bureau. The
Bureau classifies Deal Island as a Category B station - the
closure of which would cause a significant diminution of

29

The Tasmanian Government submission considers Deal to
be an important weather reporting station, particularly because
the weather in central Bass Strait is often different from that
on the Victorian or Tasmanian coasts. The keepers also provide
early warning of severe weather such as east coast lows which can
cause floods or storms in eastern and north eastern Tasmania.
Unmanning of Deal will result in the loss of the only weather
station between the Tasmanian and Victorian coasts apart from
Currie on the west coast of King Island.30
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669. Submissions from the Professional Fishermen'.s
Association of Tasmania, the ALA and the State Government
referred to the importance of personal weather reports from the
lightkeepers at Deal. The ALA says that small ships have
traditionally relied on Deal for immediate and accurate reporting
on weather safety parameters in central Bass Strait and on the
communications links with Deal. The association .adds that
fisheries and yachting organisations are quite unambiguous about
the value of personal weather reports because automated weather
stations cannot provide information on state of the -.sea, height
of swell and so forth.3!

(b) Land-based functions of keepers

670. £uIî toJL__FinxixfiIiffigXii: The island which is within the
State of Tasmania is included on the Register of the National
Estate. The lightstation, lightkeepers'• cottages and ancillary
buildings are listed in the Register of the National Estate, as a
consequence of their association with Deal Island itself.32 .The
Tasmananian State Government says the old buildings will
deteriorate quickly without the presence of resident keepers.33

671. Both the State Government and ALA submissions refer to
the heritage value of Deal. The former states that the leading
authority on Australian constitutional history of the period,
Professor J.M. Ward has pointed out in his work, Earl Grey,,,, and,
th.e...T..Aus,t,r,a,l,ian,_. CpJ-pnigs, that the building of the Deal Island
lighthouse was the first example of intercolonial responsibility
in the history of the Australian colonies, and thus has a special
niche in the history of the movement towards the federation of
those colonies and the evolution of the Australian Government of
today.34 The ALA says that archaeologically, the islands are of
special interest and are subject to current research into
Aboriginal prehistory being undertaken by the Australian National
University. The waters of the Kent Group contain a number of
wrecks, some of great interest such as the 'Bulli1, said to be
the best preserved wreck in Australian waters. The ALA submission
concludes that the presence of an authority on Deal Island has
mitigated . the looting and maltreatment of these important
remains.35

672. Physical Environment; The Tasmanian Government
submission says that Deal Island is an extremely rich area for
submarine flora and fauna.36 Both this submission and that from
Munro Aviation refer to endemic plants, Pratia Irigua, which are
not found anywhere else in the world and which could be subject
to burning if the island were uninhabited.37 The ALA adds that
the area is subject to vandalism.

(c) Other

673. • Munro Aviation said that both Swan and Deal had
airstrips for emergency landings. A manned presence provides
maintenance of the airstrip, physical assistance, comfort
communication facilities.38
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674. The Tasmanian Government submission also bases the case
for continued manning of Deal on the characteristics of manned
and automated lights. The submission says that if the range of
the light were reduced because of automation, the safety
situation in the area around Deal would be worsened.39

Reasons for. Unmanning/Continued-.Manning

675. Both the Tasmanian State Government and the ALA support
strongly the continued manning of Deal island. The Department of
Transport includes Deal Island as one of- the 24 stations where
'it appears that the financial benefits from unmanning outweigh
the social and other unquantifiable benefits' so that the
'removal of the departmental presence would appear to be most
justified'.40

676. The Department of Home Affairs and Environment says
that if Deal Island were unmanned the likely supervisory
requirements of the portfolio would be for a full-time
residential management presence at Deal.4!
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38. EDDYSTONE POINT

pjigcxiptj,pn42

677. History>. Location; Eddystone Point is the turning point
for shipping on the Tasmanian east coast, entering or leaving
Banks Strait. The station is located at the northern end of the
Bay of Fires, '32 km south-east of Swan Island. It is set in a
10.4 ha reserve. Access is by road.

678. The light was converted from vaporised kerosene to
electric operation during the 1930s. The station is connected to
mains electricity. A single diesel generator is retained for
emergency use. • .' . . '

679. The Light, and Tower: The optical apparatus consists of
a Chance Bros, first order 920 mm focal radius revolving lens on
a mercury float rotating pedestal driven by an electric motor.
The light source is a 1000 watt tungsten halogen lamp. The
apparatus gives a character .of group flashing 2 every 15 seconds
with an intensity of a million candelas resulting in a nominal
visible range of 26 nautical miles.

680. The circular tower is 36.6 m high and is constructed of
pink granite. The three original quarters, constructed of locally
quarried granite, are still used to house the present keepers.

681. j££ajij;: The station is attended by 2 Department of
Transport lightkeepers.

Cost., ,s,ayj,n,gs_ pf „ ,P,nmann,i.n.g

682. The Department of Transport has supplied the indicative
costs associated with manned lightstations. This information is
at Attachment I of this Appendix.

683. For Eddystone Point the relevant indicative costs are :

(a) costs associated with unmanning - $0.82m;
(b) ranking in respect to- financial savings -

No. 18.

684. The annual net savings for Eddystone Point are
calculated at $82 000.

(a) Sea-based functions of keepers
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685. £o_s&£ia Sjjĵ s.illaJ3££: other than a reference in the
Tasmanian State Government submission, there are no specific
references to this function as it relates to Eddystone Point in
other submissions. The table at page 15 of the State Government
submission rates the significance of coastal surveillance as
being extremely important, for Eddystone Point.44

686. Search and Rescue: The Tasmanian State Government
submission refers to , the preservation of life function of
keepers.- The ..table at page .15 of the submission rates the
significance of , the function":for Eddystonfe.••Point as extremely
important. The .submission also, refers to Department of Transport
figures which'1 instance 4 occasions, in the 5-year period 1977-81
oh which the Eddystone Point lightkeepers1 assisted in marine
emergencies.45 • - . • : • • . • • • •

68.7.. ' '" fflea.th!er-,Reppr,ti.ng: The'Bureau 'of Meteorology classifies
Eddystone .Point as a key weather'̂  reporting station, i.e.' one
which makes 7 observations a day throughout the year, and also as
a Category A station - a very important station1 with no
satisfactory alternative, such that closure would cause a serious
diminution of service.' Eddystone .Point and Swan Island are both
in this category/'but' the Bureau indicated that it is necessary
only for one of. .them to" be included in Category A,'46 • "; •

.688. . ' The other aspect of ' weather ' reporting ' is the
on-the-spot information 'given 'by.' lightkeepers. The " ALA says • the
Eddystone Point lighthouse is of: significance to the St Helens
fishing fleet . and . also the traffic along the • east coast of
'Tasmania.". In winter the ̂keepers provide, two calls a day for
personal weather 'information which ALA relates to the safety of
small1 ships "'in the vicinity.47 The State Government submissions
rate . the significance . of accurate weather, reporting as of
moderate importance for Eddystone Point.4^

(b) Land-based functions of keepers

.6.89.. , . Ŝ Jjfeaĵ Ĵ ™Jil5lxcj3msikt: Eddystone Point lightstation,
lightkeepers' cottages. ' and .ancillary buildings .'are on, • the
Register of the National ' Estate.^ The' State Government
submission rates the significance1' of historic conservation as
extremely.. important, for Eddystone Point,50, The. ALA say ,the
lighthouse" is ' noted' for it's ' beauty and for ' the"'interest of the
associated pair of stone lighthouse cottages which are of
architectural and historical importance and .should be preserved
whatever the decision on continued manning.1 "A,manned presence is
required as a security against vandalism.5^

690. " " Mi01tal__Ji)̂ itPj3jii£ii£: ' The ALA '.sax's , the heathland
surrounding and adjacent to the station is of specific
significance because land clearing has destroyed, similar systems
elsewhere in north-eastern Tasmania.- There are'native1 plants" that
are very rare which include .the annual, species of £L£ylicliujRj<
Cuscuta and Sowerba :juncea. The area'is ' easily accessible by road
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and sea and highly sensitive to damage.52 The State Government
submission rates the significance of nature conservation as
extremely important to Eddystone Point. The lightstation adjoins
the Mt William National Park which is listed on the Register of
the National Estate.53

691. The St Helens Branch of the Professional Fishermen's
Association of Tasmania supports, the continued manning of the
Eddystone Point lightstation.54 The ALA says it is in the
interests of the community that Eddystone Point should remain a
manned station and also suggests the possibility of manning by
the Tasmanian National Parks and Wildlife Service.55 The
Tasmanian State Government submission says that even though the
light itself could be converted to automatic operation, the
station should remain manned for the purpose of meteorological
observations and a security against vandalism. This could be
arranged after discussions with the State Government.56

692. The Department of Transport includes Eddystone Point as
one of the 24 stations where 'it appears that the financial
benefits from unmanning outweigh the social and other
unquantifled benefits' so that the 'removal of the departmental
presence would appear to be most justified'.57

693. The Department of Home Affairs and Environment says
that if the station were unmanned, the likely supervision
requirements of the portfolio would be for a full-time management
presence at Eddystone Point.5^
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39. LOW HEAD

5 9

694. History., Location: The Low Head lightstation is located
on the eastern side of the entrance to the Tamar River, 6 km
north of Georgetown and 59 km from Launceston.

695. The station is situated with a 14 ha reserve. Access to
the station is by road.

696. The light was installed in 1833 and became the third
light after Macquarie (1817) and Iron Pot Islet (1832) to be
established in the colonies. By 1888 the original 50' tower had
fallen into disrepair and was replaced by the existing 68' tower.
The white tower acquired its distinctive red band in 1926 to make
it more readily identifiable during the daytime.

697. The,,,Light.,,and,, Tower: The optical apparatus consists of
a Chance Bros 3rd order 375 mm focal radius revolving lens on a
mercury float rotating pedestal driven by an electric motor. The
light source is a 120 volt, 1000 watt tungsten halogen lamp. The
apparatus gives a character of group flashing 3 every 30 seconds
with an intensity of a million •candelas resulting in a nominal
visual range of 26 nautical miles. A red auxiliary light shown
from 20 s below the main light marks the danger of Hebe Reef
westward from the entrance to the estuary.

The station is connected to mains electricity. A diesel
alternator and associated control equipment are installed for
emergency use. The original weight driven clockwork mechanism is
also retained as an emergency drive should the electric power
fail.

699. Pfchej: „„,Buildings: Accommodation consists of four
keepers1 quarters, only two of which are at present occupied.
Part of the reserve encompassing No 3 quarters, has been declared
to the Department of Administrative Services as surplus to
Transport requirements.

7 00. SĴ afX: The station is attended by one Department of
Transport lightkeeper who is assisted on occasions by a relief
keeper,

701, The Department of Transport has supplied the indicative
costs associated with manned lightstations. This information is
at Attachment I of this Appendix.
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702. ..For Low Head the relevant indicative costs are.:

. .(a). costs associated with unmanning $0.50m; . . • .
(b) ranking in respect to financial savings - No, . 33;.

and
(c) annual savings - $42 000. 6 0

(a) Sea-based functions of keeper

703. Coastal Surveillance: Other than a reference in the
Tasmanian State Government submission there are no specific
references to this function as it relates to Low Head in other
submissions. The table at page 15 of the State Government
submission questions the significance of coastal surveillance
from Low Head,6!

704. Search and Rescue: A similar situation exists for the
SAR function. The table in the State Government submission does
not have a rating for this function.62

705. Weather Reporting: The Bureau of Meteorology classifies
Low Head as a key weather reporting station, i.e. one which makes
7 observations a day throughout the year. Observations from
lightstations are a key input into the Bureau1s forecasts. The
Bureau classifies Low Head as a Category B station - the closure
of which would cause a serious diminution of service.63 g?ne State
Government rates the need for accurate weather information from
Low Head as being of moderate importance.64

(b) Land-based functions of keeper

706. £J0j^yXSj^__Jnxixcj3ineii£: The lighthouse, lightkeepers1

quarters and ancillary buildinas have been entered on the
Register of the National Estate. 6 5 The table at page 15 of the
Tasmananian State Government submission rates the significance of
historic conservation as being moderately important,66

707. Natural En.virpnm.en,t: The State Government rates the
significance of nature conservation as being of slight importance
for Low Head.67

ij3£/i^

708. The Tasmanian State Government submission says there is
no justification for the continued manning of the Low Head light
which should be automated.68

709, The Department of Transport includes Low Head as one of
17 stations that appear to require an authoritative manned
presence. Transport says that most of the 17 stations should
retain a Commonwealth presence which should be provided by the
Department and that the manning level should be reduced from 2
to 1 following automation of the navigational aid.6^
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710. The Department of Home Affairs and Environment says
that if the station is unmanned the likely supervision
requirements of the portfolio would be for a part-time
residential management presence at Low Head.70
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40. MAATSUYKER ISLAND

711. History, Location: Maatsuyker Island lies 10 km off
Tasmania's rugged south coast between South West Cape and South
Cape. Maatsuyker, Australia's southernmost light, was established
in 1891 and commands one of the world's most southerly landfalls
from an elevation roughly 110 m above high water.

712. The lighthouse reserve consists of the whole of the
island, about 182 hectares in area. The station is located at the
southern end of the island. Until 1975 supplies were transported
by sea, thence by rope haulage to the island. In 1981 the jetty
was declared unsafe. Supplies are currently brought in by
helicopter from Hobart.

713. The. Light and Tower: The optical apparatus consists of
a Chance Bros 1st Order 920 mm focal radius revolving lens on a
mercury float rotating pedestal driven by an electric motor. The
original clockwork mechanism is retained as an emergency drive.
The light source is a 120 volt, 1000 watt tungsten halogen lamp.
The apparatus gives a character of group flashing 2 every
30 seconds with an intensity of a million candelas resulting in a
nominal visible range of 26 nautical miles.

714. The original light source, a wick burner lamp, was
-replaced in 1921 by a mantle lamp burning vaporised kerosene. The
station has since been converted to electric operation with power
being provided by 3 diesel driven generators sited in a power
house adjacent to the tower.

715. iaLfe&JLf.: The Maatsuyker Island light is attended by
2 Department of Transport lightkeepers.

716. The Department of Transport supplied indicative costs
associated with manned lightstations. This information is at
Attachment I of this Appendix.

717. For Maatsuyker Island the relevant indicative costs
are:

(a) costs associated with unmanning §2.02m;
(b) ranking in respect to financial savings - No. 1;

and
(c) annual savings - $202 000.72
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(a) Sea-based functions of keepers

718. Coastal SuryeXLUlifie: Th e Ta sman i an Cover nment
submissions says the Australian Coastal Surveillance Centre is
assisted1 in isolated outposts by observations by naval
coastwatchers and lightkeepers and these observations enable
ships and aircraft to be used more efficiently in these remote
areas. The lightkeeper is also expected to report on foreign
fishing vessels, unusual aircraft activity and unauthorised
landings. The table at page 15 of the submission rates the
significance of the coastal surveillance function of the
lightkeeper as extremely important.73

719. ££axcJa~__aiii3 B£££U£: The Tasmanian State Government
submission refers to the preservation of life role which includes
reliable communications, weather information,' information for
search and rescue and a base for rescue operations. The table at
page 15 of the submission rates the significance of the
preservation of life function as extremely important. The
submission also refers to Department of Transport figures which
instance 11 occasions on which the Maatsuyker lightkeepers
.assisted in marine emergencies in the 5 year period 1977-81.74

720. HfiS±]iexUB£Bfli£inS! The Bureau of Meteorology classifies
Maatsuyker as a key weather reporting station, i.e. one which
makes 7 observations a day throughout the year. The Bureau states
that automatic weather stations (AWS) can be installed to
compensate, to a certain extent, for the loss of observations by
lightkeepers: but currently available AWS cannot make several
important measurements or estimations which a human observer can
- e.g. cloud type, amount and height, present weather, visibility
and sea state. The Bureau classifies Maatsuyker Island as a
Category A station - a very important station such that closure
would cause a serious diminution of service.75

721. The other aspect of weather reporting is the
on-the-spot information given by the lightkeepers to fishermen.
The Tasmanian State Government submission says that 20% of the
State's abalone catch and 10% of the rock lobster catch are taken
within sight of Maatsuyker Island. Fishing vessels require the
visual monitoring and surveillance that can be provided by a
manned lightstation. The table at page 15 of the submission rates
the significance of accurate weather information for Maatsuyker
as extremely important.76

722. .£iiAJ^XSl_^nzlxfiniaejife: The island was entered on the
Register of the National Estate in 1980. The lightstation,
lightkeepers" cottages and ancillary buildings are also listed in
the Register of the National Estate.77
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(b) Land-based functions of keepers

723. jfla.fc.ur.aj,..,.,Environment: The submissions from both the
Tasmanian Conservation Trust (TCT) and the Tasmanian State
Government refer to or imply the value of the keeper in respect
of the South West National Park. The latter states that
Maatsuyker being freehold Commonwealth land is the only part of
South West Tasmania not included in the listing under the World
Heritage Properties Conservation Act 1983 but is, nevertheless, a
key element in the maintenance of its World Heritage values.78
The TCT submission refers to the good location of Maatsuyker
Island as an observation post and says the island is a possible
location for a ranger station for the South West National Park.79

724. The TCT submission also makes the point that the
presence of lightkeepers for almost a century has ensured that
the flora and fauna of Maatsuyker, unlike those of most other
islands on the south-west coast, have not been subject to damage
from deliberately lit fires, the introduction of alien land
animals or vandalism. The isolation and relatively undisturbed
condition make Maatsuyker an excellent place for the study of
relationships between island size, remoteness and the biology.80

725. The TCT says that adjacent to the island and within
view from the keeper's quarters is the largest colony of
Tasmanian fur seals in southern Tasmania. The elephant seals,
exterminated in Tasmanian waters by about 1810, have now
reappeared and a small colony of elephant seals and their pups
live in an inlet of Maatsuyker Island.8! The State Government
says that the keepers by their oversight provide some protection
against seal slaughter by some fishermen and that the keepers
have informed the Tasmanian authorities of the killing of
seals.0*

(c) Other

726. The State Government also refers to the problem of
reliability of an automated light at Maatsuyker. Access to the
island is by helicopter and the submission says that mainly
because of strong winds it is not possible to reach the island
about 30% of the time. It follows that demanning will result in
substantial delays in remedying faults and this in turn will pose
grave risks for the reliable operation of the light,83

E£&&P.DS foj;_JInffianiuiLg/£jHi&^^

727. Both the TCT and the State Government support strongly
the continued manning of Maatsuyker Island. The Department of
Transport includes Maatsuyker Island as one of the 24 stations
where 'it appears that the financial benefits from unmanning
outweigh the social and other unquantifiable benefits' so that
the 'removal of the departmental manned presence would appear to
be most justified1.8C j n evidence, Transport said detailed
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consideration was given to the implications of unmanning,
including the arguments raised by the TCT. The Department of Home
Affairs and Environment did not support the need for a manned
presence at Maatsuyker in discussions with Transport,85

728. The Department of Home Affairs and Environment says
that if Maatsuyker is unmanned the likely supervision requirement
of the portfolio is for a full-time management presence at
Maatsuyker Island,86 In evidence, HA&E 'definitely endorsed1 the
TCT's views on continued manning and said, in the context of the
preparation of management plans for the South West National Park,
that 'it would be a shame ... if Maatsuyker were demanned in the
process, thereby perhaps foreclosing options for a continued
manned presence at that station'.87
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41 % SWAN ISLAND

729. Hififcojĉ , _Iifl£atifln: Swan Island lies off the
north-eastern tip of the Tasmanian mainland. A lighthouse was
established on Swan Island in 1845. It was the first light
established in the vicinity of Bass Strait and provides a
landfall mark for ships bound for Melbourne and northern
Tasmanian ports from the South Tasman sea.

730* The lighthouse tower on Swan is the second oldest
existing tower under Commonwealth control [Cape Bruny. tower
predates Swan by 7 years] .

The station is located at the north-eastern end of Swan
Island. The lighthouse reserve consists of the whole of the
island - about 202 ha in area. Access to the island is by Cape
class vessel, helicopter and light aircraft.

ew_ejc: The optical apparatus consists of
a Chance Bros 5th order 187.5 mm focal radius revolving lens on a
mercury float rotating pedestal driven by an electric motor. The
light source is a 120 volt, 1000 watt tungsten halogen lamp. The
apparatus gives a character of flashing every 7.5 seconds with•an
intensity of 7 80 000 candelas resulting in a nominal visible
range of 25 nautical miles.

733, An oil wick lamp provided the light source until 1923
when an incandescent kerosene mantle burner was installed. This
apparatus remained in service until 1938 when the service was
converted to electric operation. Power is provided by twin diesel
generators housed in a fibro power shed adjacent to the tower.

: The Swan Island light
2 Department of Transport lightkeepers.

is attended by

735. The Department of Transport supplied indicative costs
associated with manned lightstations. This information is at
Attachment I of this Appendix.

736, For Swan Island the relevant indicative costs are:

(a) costs associated with unmanning $1.37m;
(b) ranking in respect to financial savings - No. 3;

and
(c) annual savings - $85 000. 8 9
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(a) Sea-based functions of keepers

737. £fl&S£al_JSaua!£illfin£e_: The ALA states that on Swan the
lightkeepers perform a number of ancillary functions such as
naval coast-watchers and coastal surveillance rapporteurs.90 The
Tasmanian State Government submission says keepers have been
known to report the presence of foreign naval vessels and cites a
1980 reporting of a United States naval vessel. The table at
page 15 of the submission rates the significance of the coastal
surveillance function as extremely important.91

738. .Search-.and., Rescue: The ALA says that while keepers at
Swan have not been involved1 in marine emergencies in recent
years, a number of incidents and untoward sightings have been
transmitted from Swan Island.92 The Tasmanian State Government
submission refers to the preservation of life role which includes
information on search and rescue. The table at page 15 of the
submission rates the significance of the preservation of life
function as moderately important. The submission also refers to
Transport figures which instance 2 occasions on which the Swan
Island lightkeepers assisted in marine emergencies in the 5 year
period 1977-81.93

739. OT.e.a,fchgr,,,.,Reporting: swan Island is not rated as a key
weather reporting station by the Bureau of Meteorology but the
station does make meteorological observations for the Bureau. The
Bureau classifies Swan Island as a Category A station - a very
important station, the closure of which would cause a serious
diminution in service. Eddystone Point and Swan are considered as
alternatives for Category A classification.94 Several
organisations including The Professional Fishermen's Association
of Tasmania referred to the first-hand visual information on the
state of the sea, e.g. the swell, which fishermen and other users
require and which cannot be obtained from mechanical
instruments.9^ The Tasmanian Government submission also, referred
to the importance for fishermen of weather information from Swan
Island and added that .almost 11% of the Tasmanian rock lobster
catch is taken in the waters between Flinders island and the
north-east mainland.96

(b) Land-based Functions of keepers

740. Cultural.,Environment.t The lighthouse tower is listed in
the Register of the National Estate. Both the tower and the
quarters are classified by the National Trust.97 ^he ALA also
refers to the presence of a number of Aboriginal middens which
have not been investigated scientifically. The ALA is convinced
the removal of the human presence will make the island and its
installations vulnerable to vandalism.98

741. .Natural,.. Eny,irpnm.enti Both Munro Aviation and the ALA
refer to the function of the keepers in protecting the physical
environment. The former says the mutton bird rookeries on Swan
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Island are subject to poaching and would be under threat if the
restraining influence of the keepers were to be removed." The
ALA says the island is sensitive to fires and that the immediate
result of the removal of the lightkeepers is the destruction of
the natural environment by fire over the whole of the island.1°°

(c) Other

742. The other arguments for continued manning or against
demanning relate to the characteristics of manned and automated
lights. The Tasmanian Government submission, after referring to
loss of craft in the area of Swan, goes on to say that if the
range of the light were reduced from its present range of 23
miles to say 11 miles, the safety situation in this most
dangerous area would be accordingly worsened.1°1 The ALA states
there is convincing evidence that the present intensity of the
light should be retained and that if the automated light became
inoperative because of vandalism or other incidents it would take
very much longer to repair than the manned light.102

743, Both the Tasmanian State Government and the ALA support
the continued manning of .Swan Island. The Department of Transport
includes Swan Island as one of the 2.4 stations where 'it appears
that the financial benefits from unmanning outweigh the social
and other unquantifiable benefits' so that the 'removal of the
departmental manned presence would appear to be most
justified1.103

The Department of Home Affairs and Environment says
that if swan is unmanned the likely supervision requirement of
the portfolio is for a part-time management presence at Swan
Island.104
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lightstation

INDICATIVE COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH MANNED I.IG1ITSTATIOHS

Number of
Lightkeepers

Annual, operating
cost as manned
station

Annual operating
cost as unmanned
station

Coat of conversion
to unmanned
operation

(a)

Capital and major repair
and maintenance expenditure
over next 5. years which
would be avoided if station
unmanned

to

Booby Island 3

Low Isles 2

Fitzroy Island 2

Cape Cleveland 2

Oent Island 2

Pine Islet 3

Cape Capricorn 2

Bustard Head 2

Lady Elliott Island 2

Sandy Cape 2

Double Island Point 2

Cape Moreton 2

Cape Byron 2

Smoky Cape 2

Sugarloaf Point 2

Horah Head 2

* Thia Lable uhit> vuoim. I th

164,000
118,000

107,000

118,000

128,000

166,000

111,000

139,000

105,000

112,000

98,000

121,000

80,000

80,000

81,000

78,000

aqu^tJi of

45,000
40,000

42,000

40,000

1.1,000

12,000(c)

40,000

14,000

40,000

40,000

40,000

40,000

9,000

9,000

9,000

9,000

the Commit !,&e . 'Che

180,000
160,000

155,000

160,000

44,000(b)

.9Q,OOG(c)

160,000

70,000

( b )

160,000

160,000

160,000

40,000

44,000

44,000

40,000

I'ijviattd t:ib I e

81,000
12,000

34,000

23,000

100,000

34,000

40,000

31,000

46,000

32,000

8,000

22,000

72,000

71,000

92,000

78,000

appeal1:; a t Subm Lms ion a,
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INDICATIVE COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH MANNED LIGHT;ITATIONS

Number o£
I.iyhtkeepets

Annua1 ope rati ny
cost as manned
station

Amiua] operat ing
cost as unmanned
station

Point Perpendicular

Montagu Island

Green Cape

Gabo Island

Point Hicks

Deal Island

Swan Island

Eddystone Point

Cape Bruny

Maatsuyker Island

Low Head

Wilsons Promontory

Cape Schanck

Currie Harbour

Cape Otway

Cape Helison

Cape Willoughby

Cape Borda

Althorpe Is]and

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

2

2

1

2

2

2

2

2

95,000

137,000

101,000

196,000

109,000

177,000

138,000

95,000

94,000

267,000

74,000

195,000

92,000

74,000

95,000

81,000

74,000

79,000

130,000

14,000

13,000

14,000

45,000

14,000

10,000{d)

13,000

9,000

14,000

30,000

9,000

35,000

11,000

31,000

11,000

9,000

10,000

11,000

14,000

Cost of conversion
to unmanned
opeiation

(a)

70,000

200,000

70,000

150,000

70,000

155,000(d)

200,000

20,000 (b)

70,000

175,000

115,000{b}

165,000

35,000

;S5,000(b)(e)

35,000

44,000

20,000

35,000

120,000

Capital and major repair
and maintenance ex^^udilure
over next 5 yeara which
would be avoided it at a Lion
unmanned

30,000

135,000

161,000

41,000

122,000

75,000

520,000

81,000

294,000

142,000

41,000

40,000

38,000

21,000

90,000

34,000

20,000

26,000

231,000



INDICATIVE COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH MANNED LIGHTS!'AT IONS

Lightstation
Number of
Lightkeepers

Annual operating
cost as manned
station

Annual operating
cost as unmanned
station

Cost ot conversion
to unmanned
operation

Capital and major repair
and maintenance expenditure
over next 5 years winch
would be avoided if station
unmanned

South Neptune Island

Cape E.eeuwin

Cape Naturaliste

Rottnest Island

Moore Point

Cape Leveque

2

3

1

i
i

2

149,000

115,000

55,000

55,000

38,000

3.88,000

5
17,000

11,000

9,000

8,000

9,000

23,000

205,000

20,000(h)

22,000 (b)

40,000

44,0GG

245,000

124,000

85,000

60,000

30,000

35,000

150,000

NOTES

fa)

(b)

(cj

(d)

These indicative costs relate to specific automation equipment at each lightstation, although for some locations', there
are various equipment options which may be examined.

Lightstation already converted to automatic operation.

It is planned to convert Pine Islet light (presently kerosene powered) to automatic operation irrespective of whether
it is to be unmanned or not.

Deal Island conversion costs are those required to remove the optical apparatus from Deal Island lightstation,
establish minor solar powered lights on North £ast Island and South West Island. Annual operating cost as an
station is the combined annual operating costs of both North East and South West Islands lights.

and
unmanned

(ej Currie Harbour conversion cost includes cost to convert Cape Wickham light to fully automatic operation.

ee : Hx I. !'••.:<; I from Ijvpa ft. merit of '/'rnnup'Of !,'< a
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ATTACHMENT I (b)

Psge 1

INDICATIVE LISTING OF LIGHTSTATION UNMANNING

RANKED ACCORDING TO FINANCIAL SAVINGS

INDICATIVE FINANCIAL
RANK NUMBER LIGHTSTATION BENEFIT OF UNMANNING

SM

1 Maatsuyker Island 2.02

2 Cape Leveque 1.41

3 Swan Island 1.37

' 4 Deal Island '1.34

5 Pine Islet 1.25

6 Wilsons Promontory 1.24

7 Gabo Island 1.16

8 Althorpe Island 1.12

9 • Dent Island 1.09

10 South Neptune Island 1.06

I! Bustard Head 1.03

12 Montagu Island 1.01

13 Cape Leeuwin 1.00

14 Cape Sruny 0.92

15 Point Hicks 0.90

16 Booby Island 0.S0

17 Green Cape 0.36

13 ' Eddystone Point 0.82

19 Cape Otway 0.79

20 Cape Schanck 0.70

21 Sugarloaf Point 0.67

22 Point Perpendicular 0.57

23 Cape Byron 0.65

24 Smoky Cape 0.64

25 Norah Head 0.64

25 Cape Nelson 0.51

27 Lady Elliott island 0.50
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ATTACHMENT. I W
Page' 2"

INDICATIVE FINANCIAL.
RANK NUMBER LIGHTSTATION BENEFIT OF UNMANNING

28 Cape Borda 0.57

29 Cape Moreton 0.55

30 Cape WUloughby 0.55

31 . Cape Cleveland 0.53

32 Low Isles 0,51

33 Low Head 0,50

34 Cape Capricorn 0,49

35 Sandy Cape 0.49

36 Currie Harbour . 0.48

37 Cape Naturaliste 0.47

38 Fitzroy Island 0.43

39 Rottnest Island 0,41

40 Double Island Point 0.34

41 Moore Point 0.26

The indicative financial benefit of unmanning, shown above,
is derived from the information provided in Attachment 1 (a)
It represents, for each light station, the net present value
of the difference in total costs over the next 20 years
between manned and unmanned operation discounted at 10% p.a*
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STATION

',
I
3
t

S
7
8

9

10

1!

!2
13

11

3Q08Y iSLAND

LOW ISLE5

FITZRGY ISLAND

CAP£ CLEVELAND

D£HT ISLAND

PINE tSLET

CAPE CAPRiCOfiN

BUSTARD HEAD

LAOY ELLIQTIISLANO

SAHOY [APE

DOUBLE ISLAND PJMT
CAPE MORETOM

CAP? 3YRON

SHOKT CAPE

15

16

1?

IB

59

20

21

22
23

2 ;

25
2S
27
28

SUQARLQAf PQiNT

NOHAH HEAD

POINT PERPENDICULAR

MONTACU ISUHO

GREEW CAPE

GA8O ISLAND

POINT HICKS

OEAL ISLAND
SWAN ISLAND

EDDYSTONE POINT

CAPE BRLJHY

MAATSUYKER ISLAND

LOW HEAD

WILSONS PROMONTORY

29

30

31

32
33

34

3S
36

37
3B

39

to
11

CAPE SCHAHCK

cuma HARBOUR
CAPE OTWAY

CAPE NELSON
CAPE WSLLOUGHBY

CAPE BOHOA

ALTHOSPE ISLAND

STH NEPTUNE ISLAND

CAPE LEEUWW

CAPE NATURALISTE

BO7TNEST ISLAND

MOCHE PQfNT

CAPE LEVEOUE

36'
34 33

'17

32 21
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